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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECT OF HARVEST MATURITY ON ‘GENEVA 3’ KIWIBERRY STORABILITY,
RIPENING DYNAMICS, AND FRUIT QUALITY
By

Aislinn Mumford
University of New Hampshire
Maturity at harvest is an important determinant of fruit quality in kiwiberry [Actinidia arguta
(Siebold & Zucc.) Planch. ex Miq.,], a climacteric fruit that is harvested after reaching
physiological maturity but not yet ready-to-eat ripeness. Although the recommended cultivar for
commercial kiwiberry producers in the northeast United States is ‘Geneva 3’, no published
research exists regarding recommended harvest and postharvest practices for that variety. In this
study, conducted across two seasons, ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries were harvested at a range of mean
maturities (6.5, 8.0, and 10.0 °Brix), held in cold storage (CS, 0-1 °C, >90% relative humidity)
for various durations (4, 6, and 8 weeks), and then ripened at room temperature (RT). At regular
time points during ripening (0, 3, 6, 9, and 12 days), visual quality was assessed and
measurements taken of soluble solids content, dry matter content, and firmness as a means of
quantifying overall fruit quality. Results show that berries harvested at 6.5 °Brix largely became
visually unacceptable under CS conditions and resulted in low overall quality fruit. Harvesting at
8.0 °Brix resulted in high-quality fruit amenable to CS, and such quality was not enhanced by
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delaying harvest to 10.0 °Brix. Specifically, fruit harvested at 8.0 °Brix was found to be
acceptable for consumption based on Brix measurements for, on average, a six-day window after
ripening at RT for three days. After six weeks in CS, the consumability window shortened to
approximately four days, starting after one day of ripening at RT. After eight weeks in CS, the
fruit was found to be largely visually unacceptable for fresh eating. In summary, the results
indicate that harvesting ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries at 8.0 °Brix produces berries with the greatest
storability (up to six weeks in CS), longest window of peak consumability, and highest overall
quality, while mitigating the risks associated with leaving physiologically mature fruit to ripen
further in the field.
Spectrographic signatures were captured using a near-infrared (NIR) produce quality meter
(Felix F-750) to build predictive models of internal fruit quality for ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that
had been held under CS conditions and that had not been in CS. The model for fruit held in CS
was constructed with non-invasive NIR scans of 133 ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had been in
cold storage for 4-6 weeks and predicts post-CS soluble solids content (SSC) using the
calibration range of 729-975 nm. 507 ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries fresh from the vine were used to
construct a predictive model for the SSC of non-CS fruit using the same calibration range of 729975 nm. In all cases, model performance was confirmed using split-half cross validation, a
method where half of the model’s training set is used to predict quality metrics of the other half,
which resulted in a predicted R2 = 0.87 for the CS model and R2 = 0.95 for the non-CS model.
The models were then used to predict SSC of kiwiberries from CS conditions for which the
models were not designed. The non-CS model predicted the SSC of CS fruit with a 95%
confidence interval of 1.6 ± 2.4 °Brix while the CS model predicted SSC of non-CS fruit with a
larger error of 4.5 ± 4.0 °Brix. The difference in errors between models implies that the non-CS
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model is more robust than the CS model, although separate models are better able to predict the
SSC of fruit that had experienced storage conditions which matched the models’ respective
training set. NIR spectroscopy appears to be a promising tool for predicting SSC ‘Geneva 3’
kiwiberries and two separate models are needed for the highest prediction accuracy of fruit that
had been held under cold storage conditions and that had not been in cold storage.
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PREFACE
Maturity at harvest influences the fruit quality of Actinidia arguta (Siebold & Zucc.)
Planch. ex Miq., commonly known as the kiwiberry, a nascent commercial crop with climacteric
physiology which requires harvesting when physiologically mature but not at a ready-to-eat stage
of ripeness. There is a growing market for kiwiberries due to their nutritional value, appealing
taste, and eating convenience, as their edible peel allows for whole consumption. Chapter I of
this thesis provides an overview of the crop by describing its botany, history of use, nutritional
profile, ripening physiology, and the current state of the industry. Chapter I then describes the
current gaps in knowledge that are barriers to expansion of the kiwiberry market and production
of high-quality fruit, specifically the lack of cultivar-specific research and refined postharvest
practices. This project aimed to close some of those research gaps by refining the optimal level
of maturity at harvest for the kiwiberry variety ‘Geneva 3’, the recommended cultivar for New
England.
Chapter II proceeds to investigate the optimal harvest time for ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries by
analyzing fruit harvested across two seasons at a range of mean maturities (6.5, 8.0, and 10.0
°Brix), held in cold storage for various durations (four, six, and eight weeks), and then ripened at
room temperature to determine which physiological maturity level resulted in the best
postharvest performance and fruit quality. A reference set of berries, representing three classes of
ripeness (slightly under-ripe, peak ready-to-eat ripeness, and slightly over-ripe), was compiled to
provide a comparative framework for the fruit in the study; and an additional layer of
physiological data was provided through ethylene analysis in the second season. These results
suggest that fruit harvested at 8.0 °Brix exhibits higher overall quality and greatest storability,
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compared to fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix, which fails to develop adequate soluble solids or dry
matter content. No benefit appears to be gained by delaying harvest to 10.0 °Brix.
Chapter III explores a secondary aim of this project, which was to investigate the
effectiveness of near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy on predicting the soluble solids content of
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries. The promise of NIR spectroscopy is its potential for enabling nondestructive prediction of internal fruit quality by illuminating fruit with broad spectrum NIR
radiation and detecting changes in that spectrum due to fruit composition. No model had been
developed for ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries specifically, and the literature indicates that NIR models
must be cultivar-specific to be accurate. This project constructed working NIR models for
‘Geneva 3’ fruit and investigated whether separate models are needed for fruit that had not
experienced cold storage conditions and fruit that had. NIR spectroscopy appears to be a
promising tool for predicting the soluble solids content of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries. This study
adds to the limited body of work on ‘Geneva 3’ by developing the first working NIR models for
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries specifically and, more broadly, is the first attempt to refine postharvest
practices for ‘Geneva 3’.
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CHAPTER I. BOTANY, HISTORY, AND POTENTIAL OF KIWIBERRY

Actinidia arguta (Siebold & Zucc.) Planch. ex Miq., commonly known as the kiwiberry, is a
promising new commercial crop with a long history of individual use. Actinidia arguta is known
throughout the world by a variety of common names including hardy kiwi, mini kiwi, tara vine,
bowerberry, cocktail kiwi, and Chinese gooseberry, among others. However, marketing efforts
have led producers to use the name ‘kiwiberry’ in order to build consumer awareness and market
coherence (Hastings and Hale, 2019). This study will adopt the convention of using the name
‘kiwiberry’ to refer solely to the fruit of A. arguta, as opposed to including other small fruit
producers in the genus like A. kolomikta and A. polygama.
As evidenced by growing acreage globally, kiwiberries are gaining popularity as a
commercially cultivated specialty crop due to their tropical flavor, sweetness, high nutritional
density, and combination of small size and glabrous skin that allows them to be conveniently
consumed whole. Although relatively little research has been conducted on A. arguta compared
to A. chinensis var. deliciosa, the related and popular kiwifruit, kiwiberries have potential to
become a widespread, popular food crop. Indeed, kiwiberry production is increasing worldwide
as consumers and growers become aware of the crop’s merits (Latocha et al., 2018). As
production increases, so does the demand for refined fruit quality metrics and harvesting
protocols that can benefit producers and consumers alike. Harvest maturity is a key determinant
of eating quality and thus consumer perception of product value, so fruit must be harvested at the
proper maturity to maximize eating quality when brought to market. Additionally, due to
variation among varieties, cultivar-specific recommendations likely are needed to optimize
quality fruit production and postharvest handling. Therefore, there is need for evidence-based
3

harvest maturity recommendations that will enhance the availability of high quality kiwiberries
for consumers.

Botany
Actinidia arguta is a perennial, deciduous liana belonging to the genus Actinidia Lindl. in the
Actinidiaceae family (Li et al. 2007). The genus Actinidia was first described in 1835 by Lindley
and was later revised by Dunn (1911), Li (1952), Liang (1984), and most recently, Li et al. in
2007. This most recent revision includes 54 species and 21 varieties (Li et al., 2007); however,
Huang (2014) suggests future revisions are likely required Traditionally, Actinidia has been
divided into four taxonomic divisions: Leiocarpae Dunn, Maculatae Dunn, Strigosae Li, and
Stellatae Li. Among these four taxonomic divisions, A. arguta was placed by Dunn within the
Leiocarpae, a group characterized by hairless, smooth skinned fruits, and mostly hairless stems
and leaves (Li et al., 2007). Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA and Amplified fragment
length polymorphism analyses, conducted by Huang et al. (2002) and Li et al. (2005),
respectively, suggested that Leiocarpae is the only monophyletic section within the genus.
Analyses by Li et al. (2002) and Chat et al. (2004), however, support a paraphyletic origin for the
Leiocarpae. A subsequent revision by Li et al. (2007) disregarded sectional groupings entirely;
and two years later, Li et al. (2009) stated that morphology supports the merger of the
Maculatae, Strigosae, and Stellatae sections, while Leipocarpae should remain separate. To date,
no morphological-based scheme has been proposed that is consistent with molecular analysis,
and, complicating matters further, many Actinidia taxa have overlapping native ranges that
appear to have resulted in hybrid zones facilitating complex gene flow among species (Huang,
2014). Data on these possible hybrid zones is limited, however, and detailed research is needed
4

to confirm the introgressive hybridization thought to have occurred (Huang, 2014). Future
attempts to elucidate Actinidia phylogeny should make use of molecular studies and
morphometric data collected from as many herbarium specimens as possible (Li et al., 2009),
and more sampling will be needed to demystify taxonomic relations.
Actinidia is variable in ploidy, with a base chromosome number of x = 29, derived from a
palaeotetraploid of x = 14 (Li et al., 2009). While A. chinensis var. delicisiosa most commonly
displays hexaploidy, A. arguta is most often tetraploid (Stasiak et al., 2017; Cossio et al., 2015).
However, ploidy variation exists with A. arguta itself, with reported levels of accessions
including diploid, tetraploid, hexaploid, heptaploid, octaploid, and decaploid (Debersaques et al.,
2019). While such variability prevents crossing between certain varieties (Cossio et al., 2015),
polyploidy has contributed to the exceptionally high diversity within Actinidia and is thought to
have improved the genus’ wide adaptability to different climates (Huang, 2014). For example, a
survey of genetic resources of A. arguta in Japan recorded the distribution of wild populations
with different ploidy levels across the country (Katoaka et al., 2010). The study suggests that
higher ploidy levels may improve cold tolerance, as hexaploid populations were found
exclusively in the northern, deep-snow regions of Japan while diploid populations were growing
in the relatively warm Pacific region (Katoaka et al., 2010). The rare decaploid kiwiberry
populations were also found growing wild in cold temperatures in the Qinling-Daba Mountains
in central China (Wang et al., 2018). Polyploidy affects morphology as well, with higher ploidy
plants having larger leaves than diploids (Latocha et al., 2021). Regarding fruit size, Katoaka et
al. (2010) reported larger berries from tetraploid and hexaploid A. arguta var. giraldii plants,
while Zhang et al. (2017) found that octoploid and decaploid plants produced smaller fruit
compared to tetraploids. The detailed relationship between ploidy and fruit quality remains
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unresolved, and more studies would help clarify the implications of ploidy in kiwifruit (Zhang et
al., 2017).
Botanically, the fruits of all Actinidia species are indehiscent berries that do not split open at
maturity (Latocha et al., 2021). Each fruit contains numerous, oblong seeds immersed in fleshy
pulp that is produced from a single flower with a single ovary on a female plant. Female plants
have morphologically perfect, pistillate flowers that produce sterile pollen with no cytoplasm,
and male plants produce staminate, clearly unisexual flowers with viable pollen and no
functional ovules (Huang, 2014).
Kiwiberry fruits can differ widely in morphology between and even within species due to
their high genetic diversity (Latocha et al., 2021). While cultivars have wide ranges in
morphology, most kiwiberries are approximately grape-sized (5-50 g), with an ovoid or globose
shape (Huang, 2014). However, fruits can be found in numerous shapes, with morphologies
ranging from oblong to ovoid, cylindrical to spherical, acorn-like to flattened (Latocha et al.,
2021). Some varieties produce ribbed/fasciated fruit, and all kiwiberries have smooth skin free of
the trichomes characteristic of A. chinensis (fuzzy kiwifruit). Possible skin colors include light
green, dark green, burgundy red, purple, and intermediate shades and combinations of those
colors. Many green skinned varieties develop a red or brown blush during ripening, an effect
often enhanced by direct sun exposure (Latocha et al., 2021). At peak eating ripeness, fruit flesh
is soft and generally contains anywhere between 20-180 small seeds, depending on pollination
success and cultivar (Debersaques et al. 2019). Fruit flesh color varies from cream to dark green
to dark red, with color depth depending on ripening stage (Latocha et al., 2021).
Kiwiberry plants are dioecious, meaning that male and female reproductive organs develop
on separate individuals, rather than having both male and female gametes produced by the same
6

plant. This has implications for vineyard management, as special care must be taken to ensure an
adequate ratio and spatial distribution of male and female plants to ensure sufficient pollination.
Strik (2005) recommends planting one male for every six to ten female vines, but in areas of low
pollinator activity growers may benefit from increasing the ratio to one male for every four
female vines (Hastings and Hale, 2019). One main consequence of the crop’s dioecy is the need
to forfeit vineyard area to non-fruiting (i.e. male pollenizing) cultivars. Care must also be taken
by the grower to ensure that compatible male and female varieties are planted, in the sense of
their flowering windows being aligned. In one study by Stasiak et al. (2019), the fruit of A.
arguta ‘Geneva’ was found to have a more desirable biochemical profile with greater amounts of
phenolics when pollinated with the male cultivar ‘Joker’ as opposed to four other genetically
distinct pollen sources; but limited studies have been conducted on this possible ‘xenia effect’
(Stasiak et al., 2021). Finally, while select female varieties such as ‘Meader’ and ‘Issai’ are
variously claimed to be self-fertile, investigations into the phenomenon produces inconsistent
results. For example, one study investigating the claim that ‘Issai’ is self-fertile showed that fruit
was produced through parthenocarpy after induction by its own sterile pollen (Mizugami et al.,
2007). In any case, cross pollination still increases commercial production and fruit size, even in
the case of self-fertility (Pinto et al., 2018).
Whether male and female, flowers can emerge individually or in cyme inflorescences
(Latocha et al., 2021). These flowers are then largely pollinated by bumblebees, hoverflies,
solitary bees, and honeybees, with wind pollination playing a minor role (Debersaques et al.
2019; Cossio et al., 2014). When the proper ratio of male to female vines is established, natural
pollination by insects and wind is usually sufficient, but growers may import bumblebee hives if
needed (Hastings and Hale, 2019). Male kiwiberry flowers are prolific producers of tectate
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pollen which serves as a source of potassium and fat to bees, attracting insects despite not
producing nectar (Ghosh and Jung, 2017; Miñarro and Twitzell, 2015). Kiwiberry vines display
cryptic dioecy as pollen is collected from both flower sexes, but only pollen from the male
flowers is nutritionally rewarding to pollinators (Huang, 2014). Both staminate and pistillate
flowers produce terpenes, which attract pollinators to nutritionally unrewarding male flowers
(Latocha et al., 2021; Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2010).

Natural Distribution
Actinidia arguta has the widest geographic distribution of any Actinidia species, spanning
China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and eastern Russia. (Cui et al., 2002). Along with A. polygama and
A. kolomikta, A. arguta is considered cold hardy, occupying mountainous regions, surviving
across a large altitudinal gradient from sea-level to about 2,000 meters (Huang, 2014; Ferguson
and Huang, 2007), and generally tolerating temperatures down to -30° C when dormant (Latocha
et al., 2021). That being said, wild populations in northeast China occur in mountainous and
forested areas with winter temperatures as low as -45°C, although this is likely at the extreme
edge of stress tolerance (Huang, 2014). Actinidia arguta can be found at altitudes from 150 to
1,500 in the Yan Mountains of China, above 1,800 meters in the central mountains of Taiwan,
and throughout the mountainous regions of Japan and Korea (Huang, 2014). In Russia,
populations are found sporadically in the Primorsky krai region in the far East, where kiwiberry
lianas grow up rocks and trees into the canopy (Huang, 2014). The kiwiberries wide native
distribution explains its ability be cultivated in temperate climates throughout the world.
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Fruit Quality Traits
Kiwiberries are generally less acidic and sweeter than kiwifruit, with a complex flavor profile
that is attractive to consumers (Fisk et al., 2006). Growers often measure sweetness using the
metric soluble solids content (SSC, measured in ° Brix), and while SSC levels vary due to
differences in cultivar and environmental conditions, kiwiberries at a ready-to-eat stage of
ripeness tend to have a final SSC of 18 to 25° Brix (Harker et al., 2007; Strik, 2005).
Comparatively, in a study characterizing five kiwifruit varieties (A. chinensis cvs. ‘Hayward’,
‘Bruno’, ‘Monty’, ‘Abbott’, ‘Allison’, and ‘Red Kiwi’), Poudel et al. (2017) found a Brix range
of 8.4° to 15.3° with the most popular kiwifruit cultivar ‘Hayward’ averaging at 12.7°. The SSC
of ripe kiwiberry is predominantly made up of sucrose, while kiwifruit contains mostly glucose
and fructose (Latocha, 2017; Okamoto et al., 2005). Notably, all Actinidia fruits contain the
highly active proteolytic enzyme actinidin (or actinidian in the biochemical field) (Ferguson and
Stanley, 2003), and although there are varietal differences in content, Actinidia fruits typically
contain enough actinidin to affect digestion, allergenic properties, and taste (Nishiyama, 2007).
The most widely grown kiwiberry cultivar ‘Ananasnaya’ has a tart and sweet pineapple-like
flavor, reminiscent of strawberries, bananas, over-ripe pears, or rhubarb (Strik and Hummer,
2006). A wide range of flavors exists among kiwiberry cultivars, but consumers often describe
the flavor profile as combining banana, floral, tropical and melon aromas with blackcurrant, fruit
candy, melon, and citrus (Fisk et al., 2006). These flavors are enhanced by high concentrations of
the amino acids glutamine, aspartic acid, and alanine, which have been shown to emphasize
sweetness (Okamoto et al., 2005).
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Postharvest Physiology
Kiwiberries are climacteric fruits characterized by continuous ripening after they are picked
(Stefaniak et al., 2017). As a result, growers commonly pick kiwiberries when they are
physiologically mature but not yet ripe. Benefits to this include reducing mechanical damage
when processing and reducing cold damage risk from late season frost. Kiwiberries are
commonly considered to be “ready-to-eat” ripe between 18 and 25° Brix (Strik and Davis, 2021),
and henceforth this study will use the word “ripe” to refer to fruit at this “ready-to-eat” stage of
ripeness. Vine-ripe fruits are soft to the touch and, depending on cultivar, often display a dark
color. Picking vine-ripe fruit often tears the pedicle from the berry-stem junction as the fruit skin
is so soft, leaving a small tear on the berry and rendering the fruit unmarketable (Strik and Davis,
2021). Therefore, harvesting prior to fruit softening ensures storability and helps fruit reach
consumers before it is over-ripe, allowing producers more timing flexibility when bringing fruit
to market.
As climacteric fruit ripen, they display a continual rise in ethylene production and respiration
accompanied by fruit softening, chlorophyll degeneration, and starch degeneration until fruit
senescence (Stefaniak et al., 2017). Throughout this process, starch content decreases as
equimolar amounts of the monosaccharides glucose and fructose increase until the fruit is ready
to eat (Vizzotto and Falchi, 2016). Storage slows but does not stop starch hydrolysis, and SSC
peaks once hydrolysis is complete (Strik and Davis, 2021).
The biochemistry of kiwiberry ripening helps determine the kiwiberry’s shelf life of up to 8
weeks (Latocha et al., 2021). The postharvest condition of the fruit is characterized by rapid
desiccation and fruit softening, especially once taken out of cold storage conditions (Latocha et
al., 2021). One of the main processes that occurs during softening is the solubilization,
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demethylesterification, and depolymerization of homogalacturonan, one of the most abundant
forms of pectin in eudicot fruit (Sutherland et al., 2017; Anderson, 2016). This softening occurs
in part because of the breakdown of polysaccharide galactan, loss of arabinan side chains of
rhamnogalacturonan-I, and a reduction in the matrix polysaccharide xyloglucan (Sutherland et
al., 2017).
As kiwiberries have thin, delicate skin, fruit can easily dehydrate in low-humidity storage
conditions (Latocha et al., 2021). Kiwiberry epidermis is composed of a thick cuticle and a
hypodermis only 1-2 cell thick (Hallett and Sutherland 2005), so within 7 days of softening
initiation, kiwiberry firmness can drop below 0.5 newtons (White et al., 2005). In comparison,
kiwifruit can maintain export standard firmness for up to 20 weeks when simply refrigerated
(McDonald, 1990). Kiwiberry quality quickly declines after harvest when not stored
appropriately, particularly in perceived taste and nutritional profile, so proper storage conditions
are required to maximize fruit quality (Kim et al., 2018).

Nutritional Profile
Compared to many other common fruits, kiwiberries have a rich nutritional profile with a
wide array of vitamins and nutrients (Stefaniak et al., 2020; Latocha, 2017). Indeed, kiwiberries
are often described as a ‘functional food’ or ‘superfood’, popular marketing terms that refer to
nutritionally dense foods with complex biochemical profiles and particularly high amounts of
antioxidant and anticancer compounds, such as myo-inositol (vitamin B8) and lutein (Di Ottavio
et al., 2020). Kiwiberries contain high levels of myo-inositol (up to 982mg/100 grams fresh
weight) which has been shown to have antioxidant, anti-diabetic, anti-inflammatory, and
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anticancer effects (Dinicola et al. 2017; Nishiyama et al. 2008). They are also rich source of
lutein, a carotenoid and antioxidant reported to have anti-inflammatory properties, with up to
0.93 mg/100 g fresh weight (Buschemi et al., 2018; Nishiyama et al., 2005).
Although kiwiberries have a similar biochemical composition to kiwifruit, they have higher
levels of lutein and β-carotene (Kim et al., 2018). β-carotene is the most important precursor of
vitamin A in the human diet and is linked to decreased prevalence of several chronic diseases
including type-2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and asthma (Bohn et al., 2019). Kiwiberries
are also a greater source of pectin than kiwifruit, typically containing between 2.2-3.3% pectin
per fresh weight, depending on variety (Wojdyło et al., 2017). The nutritional profile of
kiwiberries is further enhanced by the edible peel (Latocha et al., 2021) which increases
consumer convenience and contains higher amounts of phenolic compounds than fruit flesh
(Zhang et al., 2021). Kim et al. (2018) analyzed the phenolic compounds of an unspecified
variety of A. arguta and found that epicatechin, procyanidins, and chlorogenic acid were the
most prevalent phenolics in the sampled fruit. Additionally, kiwiberries are one of the greatest
sources of vitamin C, ounce for ounce, in comparison to other common fruits (Nishiyama et al.,
2004). Analysis of vitamin C content of the most popular cultivars grown in Europe, namely
‘Weiki’, ‘Ananasnaya’, and ‘Geneva’, found that vitamin C ranged from 45.4-107.7 mg 100 g−1
fresh weight, though maximum vitamin C content is contingent on proper handling and growing
conditions (Latocha et al., 2013).
In addition to the fruit’s health promoting properties, consumers are also attracted to the
kiwiberry’s excellent organoleptic qualities, and there is a growing American market for lesserknown fruits (Latocha, 2017). Kiwiberries have a desirable flavor and nutritional profile that
makes them an attractive health food to consumers.
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History of Use
Kiwiberries have a long history of wild harvest (foraging) across their native range of China,
Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and eastern Russia (Latocha et al., 2021), in some areas for thousands of
years. Today, wild fruit continues to be foraged as food and medicine for individual use as well
as for sale in the market. Actinidia species have long been used as part of traditional Chinese folk
medicine and were prescribed to treat a range of maladies including dyspepsia, fatigue, and
rheumatism (Latocha, 2017; Liu and Lie, 2016). While there is evidence of kiwiberry vines
occasionally grown as ornamental plants in palace gardens, there was no sustained cultivation of
kiwiberry for fruit in its native range of East Asia until very recently (Huang, 2014). Although
Actinidia is endemic to East Asia, commercial cultivation did not begin there until Actinidia
fruits were domesticated elsewhere.
Kiwiberry seeds were first brought to the United States from Japan in 1877 by William S.
Clark, who would later become the president of the Massachusetts Agricultural College (Latocha
et al., 2021). Although kiwiberry’s potential as a commercial food crop was recognized as early
as 1884 by McGill professor D. P. Penhallow, no sustained effort to domesticate the crop was
made until the late 20th century. Kiwiberry vines instead gained attention as ornamental plants,
available in northeast American nursey catalogues as early as 1883. Their attractive foliage led to
widespread adoption by landscape architects, and unsexed plants were valued in estate and
botanical gardens (Hale and Connelly, 2014). Seedlings were frequently purchased unsexed and
were selected for their vegetative characteristics, which likely delayed development of kiwiberry
as a food crop (Hale and Connelly, 2014). In the second half of the 20th century, novel fruit
growers began to take an interest in kiwiberries, and small scale, sporadic production of A.
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arguta for fruit began in the 1970s. The 1990s saw the start of commercial-scale production in
the US (Latocha et a., 2021) and commercial production in New Zealand, Chile, Italy, France,
and Switzerland followed soon after (Latocha et al., 2021). In comparison, the first A. chinensis
var. deliciosa orchard was established in the early 1930s (Huang, 2014).
Today, kiwiberry production is increasing worldwide, and although there is limited
information on the exact rates and acreage of global production, kiwiberries are currently
cultivated on a commercial scale in the US, Chile, New Zealand, Australia, China, and most
continental European countries (Latocha et al., 2017). In 2015, the total amount of land
worldwide dedicated to kiwiberry cultivation was estimated to be 1640 hectares, of which 45
hectares were in New Zealand and 1260 hectares were in China (Latocha et al., 2018). Since
then, an additional 2300 hectares have been established in China, supporting an estimated annual
production of 1500 tons (Wang and Zhang, 2019).

Modern Commercial Production
Modern kiwiberry production ranges from smaller scale farms of hobby growers to newer,
larger operations. Latocha et al. (2017) estimate the US to have 80 hectares dedicated to
kiwiberry production. Leading production in the US is Hurst Berry Farm International, whose
network of growers extends over 40 hectares in the Pacific Northwest (Hastings and Hale, 2019).
Hurst Berry Farm International is based in Oregon and mainly grows the cultivar ‘Ananasnaya’
(Hastings and Hale, 2019). The second largest American producer is Kiwiberry Organics, Co. in
Pennsylvania, which supplies kiwiberries to the mid-Atlantic region through mail-order and
wholesale. This operation cultivates about 8 hectares and is notable for its organic production
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and development of two cultivars, ‘Ananasnaya’ (sold under the name ‘Aloha Anna’) and
‘Geneva 3’ (‘Passion Popper’).
Modern commercial kiwiberry growers use trellis systems to increase fruit production,
decrease disease, and promote easy harvesting. Whatever their form, heavy-duty trellis systems
are needed as the vigorously climbing lianas cannot support themselves. The so-called T-bar
trellis system, which supports the central cordon on a beam, is known to be effective at reducing
disease. For example, when combined with heavy pruning, implementing a T-bar trellis system is
known to decrease appearance of the fungal disease flyspeck (Latocha et al., 2021).
New growers must make considerable investments to their vineyards before realizing a
return on their investment in trellising, planting material, fertilizer, irrigation systems, and labor
costs (Hastings and Hale, 2019). The cost of the vines themselves can be high and quite variable.
At the time of its inception, the Kiwiberry Research and Breeding Program at the New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station (NHAES) listed a reasonable cost of a 1-year-old
vine to be $12, though some nurseries were charging as much as $30 per vine, excluding
shipping (Hastings and Hale, 2019). More recently, vines of certified varieties can be found at a
much lower price point ($4.50/vine), due to the program’s partnership with Hartmann’s Plant
Company. Depending on the selected site and production scale, the upfront costs of establishing
a kiwiberry operation may also include land renovation, well construction for irrigation, and cold
storage construction (Hastings and Hale, 2019). Assuming income is exclusively from the sale of
whole, Grade A berries and no value-added products, a 6 to 7 year return on investment is
expected for new growers (Hastings and Hale, 2019).
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Harvest and Postharvest Considerations
One challenge to modern commercial kiwiberry production, distribution, and marketing is
the fruit’s storage life, which when compared to kiwifruit, is quite short. The shelf life of
kiwiberries harvested while firm is typically 8 weeks (Latocha et al., 2021) while in comparison,
A. chinensis var. deliciosa can be held under cold storage conditions (0°C, 90–95% relative
humidity) for up to six months (Baranowska-Wójcik and Szwajgier, 2019). While kiwiberries
have a significantly shorter shelf life than kiwifruit, their shelf life is still longer than other small,
soft berry fruits like raspberries and blueberries, and there is potential for improvement (Latocha
et al., 2021). For example, proper cold storage treatments, edible coating applications, and proper
packaging have been shown to increase shelf-life of kiwiberries (Fisk et al., 2008; Strik, 2005)
Harvest time has a significant impact on storage life, postharvest fruit quality, and overall
yield (Huang, 2014). The ideal harvest time is when the fruit is physiologically mature and still
firm, after the end of starch accumulation and the beginning of glucose and fructose
accumulation (Huang, 2014). Firm fruits are less susceptible to damage while processing, so
harvesting before rapid starch degeneration limits mechanical damage and allows fruit time to
reach consumers before it is past ripe. Harvesting fruit while firm may also prevent late season
exposure to chilling events in temperate climates (Latocha et al., 2021).
In-field pest and disease stressors may also be minimized by harvesting early. For example,
damage caused by Schizothyrium pomi and Pelataster fructicola, the causal agents of flyspeck
and sooty blotch, respectively, can spread as the harvest season progresses. Harvesting firm
kiwiberries also prevents damage from spotted wing drosophila (Drosophila suzukii) (SWD)
(Latocha et al., 2021), a serious economic pest of small fruits and cherries (Lee et al., 2016).
SWD oviposit their eggs only in soft fruit, so fruits become more susceptible to infestation as
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they ripen. So far, the practice of harvesting kiwiberries while firm has prevented SWD from
becoming a major kiwiberry production problem (Latocha et al., 2021).
As kiwiberries do not display any in-field visual cues to signal harvest time, SSC is
commonly used as a proxy indicator of fruit maturity (Huang, 2014), with growers commonly
harvesting kiwiberries around 6.5° Brix (Debersaques et al., 2015). Typically, SSC is determined
destructively in the field through the highly-correlated proxy of Brix with a refractometer
allowing for easy in-field estimation of maturity. However, SSC may not be the best metric, and
studies by Fiorentini and Kay (2019) suggest that percent dry matter (DM) is a more accurate
predictor of harvest maturity. Depending on cultivar, DM typically ranges between 15 and 25%
of the fresh weight of a physiologically mature berry (Woodward, 2012). While there is a strong
correlation between SSC and DM, Hunter et al. (2020) argue that DM is a more holistic metric as
DM takes into account the allocation of water, nutrients, and sugars throughout the berry, rather
than just sugar content.

Challenges and Gaps in Knowledge
While kiwiberry cultivation is increasing, certain challenges present barriers to increasing the
industry. As kiwiberries cultivars are diverse, general growing guidelines may not be suited to
maximizing production and quality for all cultivars in all regions. For example, research
conducted by Decorte et al. (2015) revealed differences in nutrient uptake and allocation among
varieties, difference which can impact plant performance especially when fertilizer
recommendations are the same for all cultivars. Complicating matters, regional conditions may
also cause variation in cultivar performance. Cultivar-specific postharvest practices are not
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unusual, and fruits such as apples and pears require refined recommendations to maximize their
fruit quality (Nótári and Ferencz, 2014; Dixon and Hewett, 2000). Similarly, it is expected that
the nutrient quality, taste, and shelf life of kiwiberry cultivars could be improved with more
refined recommendations.
For the New England region, the current recommended commercial cultivar is ‘Geneva 3’
due to its consistently high overall fruit quality in the region as well as good storability (Hastings
and Hale, 2019). ‘Geneva 3’ is one of several ‘Geneva’ selections made by George Slate at the
New York State Agricultural Experiment Station in Geneva. ‘Geneva 3’ is described as an earlyblooming female cultivar with medium-sized, ball-shaped, and slightly flattened green berries
that often develop a light red to brownish blush (Huang, 2014; Latocha, 2007). The cultivar is
known for being a prolific producer of sweet berries on vines that exhibit notable lateral vigor
(Hastings and Hale, 2019). The berries of ‘Geneva 3’ are distinguished from those of other
‘Geneva’ selections (‘Geneva 1’ and ‘Geneva 2’) due to their being exceptionally sweet and
visibly less spherical. While some studies have been conducted on the ambiguously defined
variety ‘Geneva’ in the literature, the selection ‘Geneva 3’ is rarely specifically mentioned. In
other words, past studies conducted on ‘Geneva’ may or may not be relevant to ‘Geneva 3’. As
‘Geneva 3’ is recommended for New England growers and best growing practices are likely
cultivar specific, more research on ‘Geneva 3’ specifically is warranted to facilitate the
development of best harvest and storage guidelines.
Another challenge that kiwiberries present is that ripening time is not consistent throughout
an individual vine. Within-vine ripening variation presents unique challenges, as individual fruits
appear to ripen erratically, and over-ripening can lead to significant economic losses (Giuggioli
et al., 2017). Additionally, multiple harvests a season is often impractical, for many reasons
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including increased labor costs. The significant year-to-year variations in postharvest ripening
rates described by Fisk et al. (2007) must be considered as well. More research is needed to
develop a cultivar-specific method of timing one optimal harvest.

In addition to traditional metrics such as SSC and DM content, new technologies have
potential for guiding harvest time. Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is a method of nondestructively sampling fruit to gauge physiological maturity. The ripening metrics of SSC and
DM content traditionally require destructive sampling, so reliable non-destructive methods could
be beneficial to producers, both small and large scale. In the long term, this technology could
have postharvest applications and assist in large scale fruit sorting on a packing line (Anderson et
al., 2021). Handheld NIR spectroscopic instruments, such as the Felix F-750 Fruit Produce Meter
(Felix Instruments) can be used to develop and then make use of a model that non-destructively
determines the SSC and DM of a fruit based on the absorbance spectra of electromagnetic
radiation (Osborne, 2006). There is some research on the applicability of NIR spectroscopy to
kiwiberry production which supports the technology’s effectiveness. For example, Kim et al.
(2018) created one model for predicting the SSC and DM of cv. ‘Saehan’ kiwiberries treated
with a Ca-chitosan edible coating. This model was created using 100 fruits and produced a R2
value of 0.73. However, no predictive NIR model had been developed for ‘Geneva 3’.

Cultivar-specific research and new technologies have the potential to increase the production
of high-quality kiwiberries for both local and larger-scale markets. Kiwiberries have, so far, been
the subject of relatively little horticultural research compared to kiwifruit. Improvements in shelf
life, stability, and harvest timing may help increase the industry, and this could be done through
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cultivar-specific recommendations. As cultivation increases, more horticultural research can
refine grower recommendations to further improve kiwiberry fruit quality and production scale.

Research Aims and Objective
Kiwiberry production would benefit from more refined, cultivar-specific postharvest
practices. The aim of this study was to close some research gaps by determining the optimal
harvest time for A. arguta cv. ‘Geneva 3’ in the northeast US. Developing a better understanding
of when kiwiberries should be harvested could help increase regional production, increase fruit
quality, and decrease postharvest losses. To this aim, physiological data from ripening ‘Geneva
3’ berries harvested at different maturity stages was collected over two seasons to determine
which maturity stage yielded the highest quality fruit. In addition to determining the optimal
harvest time for ‘Geneva 3’, this project had a secondary aim of creating and validating NIR
spectroscopy models for A. arguta cv. ‘Geneva 3’ that could be used in non-destructive maturity
index sampling and postharvest sorting. This study aimed to collect cultivar-specific information
on the ideal harvest time for ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries, and therefore contribute to the long-term
research necessary to increase yield of high-quality fruit.
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CHAPTER II. EFFECTS OF HARVEST MATURITY ON STORABILITY, RIPENING
DYNAMICS, AND FRUIT QUALITY OF ‘GENEVA 3’ KIWIBERRIES

Introduction
Harvest maturity is one of the most important determinants of fruit quality and postharvest
performance. Actinidia arguta (Siebold & Zucc.) Planch. ex Miq., commonly known as the
kiwiberry, is a promising new commercial crop with a long history of individual use. As a
climacteric fruit, kiwiberries are typically harvested when they are physiologically mature but
not yet ripe (i.e. ready-to-eat). This practice has many advantages, including reducing
mechanical damage to the fruit when harvesting and processing, minimizing exposure to lateseason stressors in the field, and increasing storability. While studies on optimal harvest time
have been conducted (Fisk et al., 2006; Han et al., 2019), such studies are cultivar-specific and
their results are not necessarily transferable to other varieties, not to mention other production
regions. General Goldilocks-type principles emerge from such studies, however, suggesting
negative effects from harvesting either too early or too late. Harvesting too early can lead to fruit
with undesirable physiochemical profiles that lacks sufficient aroma and taste (da Silva et al.,
2020), not to mention susceptibility to physiological damage under cold storage. Harvesting too
late, on the other hand, risks fruit exposure to in-field stressors (e.g. spotted wing drosophila) and
significant reduction in storability (Latocha et al., 2021).
Green-skinned kiwiberry varieties, even those that develop a visual “blush” on the skin under
certain environmental conditions, display no reliable visual cues to signal their transition to
physiological maturity in the field. A method of destructively monitoring the progression of
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ripeness is therefore necessary for commercial producers, and that process typically begins with
monitoring for transition to the so-called ‘black seed stage’ (BSS). As kiwiberries mature, their
seed coats transition from white to tan, then finally to a speckled dark-brown or black. This color
change is an easily observed sign that a fruit has reached physiological maturity, meaning its
seeds are fully mature and capable of germination. Upon reaching BSS, growers undertake
regular and more intensive monitoring for ripening, usually based on either soluble solids content
(SSC) and/or dry matter content (DM). SSC is approximated by measuring the juice of
individual berries for Brix using a handheld refractometer. While SSC is a widely used metric for
its convenience, DM has been shown to be the more accurate integrated indicator of kiwiberry
ripeness (Fiorentini and Kay, 2019), not least of all because it can be measured on groups of
berries, thereby reducing sampling bias. Determining DM content is more time consuming,
however, and requires removing fruit from the field, taking multiple mass measurements, and
using a desiccation oven. For these reasons, it appears to be less used than SSC, especially
among small producers. Other maturity indices include titratable acidity and flesh color (da Silva
et al., 2020), but neither are as convenient or reliable as SSC or DM and therefore are not used.
As climacteric fruits, kiwiberries produce autocatalytic ethylene as they ripen, leading to
acceleration of ripening even after harvest (Latocha et al., 2021; Pratt and Reid, 1974). Ethylene
is an important plant hormone with a variety of functions, including regulating genes involved in
flavor production, color, texture, and softening (Atkinson et al., 2011). In climacteric fruits such
as kiwiberries, tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum), bananas (Musa acuminata), and many others,
ethylene production is accompanied by a ‘respiratory burst’ of CO2. (Atkinson et al., 2011). In
theory, if the respiration products of kiwiberries could be monitored in a cost-effective manner,
the dynamics of ethylene and CO2 production could be used to determine optimal harvest time.
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Ideally, for the sake of storability, harvest should occur after physiological maturity but before
the onset of autocatalytic ethylene production (Latocha et al., 2021). Autocatalytic ethylene
production triggers a hormone cascade which moves the fruit to ripeness, increasing sugar levels,
developing flavor, and softening the skin and flesh to ‘ready-to-eat’ firmness levels. Depending
on ambient conditions (temperature and atmospheric composition), this process of ripening can
take as long as several months (e.g. under cold storage) or as little as a few days, before further
transitioning to a stage of ‘over-ripeness’ that is no longer acceptable to consumers (Atkinson et
al., 2011). Both ethylene and CO2 production can be monitored via gas chromatography, and the
resultant ripening curves can be useful in detecting ripening stages.
Harvest time is determined in part by the size of the growing operation. Kiwiberries ripen
erratically across vineyards and within individual vines (Giuggioli et al., 2017). In response to
erratic ripening, some farms that can market fruit directly to consumers may conduct multiple
harvests in order to bring successive batches of ripe fruit to local points of sale like farm stands
or farmer’s market (Latocha et al., 2021). These smaller farms (usually ≤ 0.5 ha) can more
feasibly conduct multiple harvests than larger farms as their overall yields are smaller and, with
direct marketing, may not have need for a highly storable crop (Latocha et al., 2021). However,
multiple harvests are not practical for larger operations that need one harvest time to maximize
storability and overall yield of high-quality fruit for the entire vineyard.
While there have been previous studies on the effects of harvest maturity on kiwiberries,
postharvest physiology is likely cultivar specific, and current recommendations may not apply to
‘Geneva 3’, the recommended cultivar for New England (Hastings and Hale, 2019). General
recommendations typically state that kiwiberries should be harvested between 6.5 and 8.0 °Brix
to attain high fruit quality (Hassal et al., 1998). More recent studies have investigated specific
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cultivars to refine these recommendations. For example, one study by Fisk et al. (2006) found
that ‘Ananasnaya’ kiwiberries harvested after reaching 8.0 °Brix attained high fruit quality after
ripening in cold storage while fruits harvested at 6.5 °Brix did not. Recommendations based on
growing experience from Strik (2005) also state 8.0 °Brix as a minimum harvest Brix for
‘Ananasnaya’ and recommends that harvest occurs between 8.0 and 14.0 °Brix. Another study on
a different cultivar popular in China found that ‘Cheongsan’ kiwiberries should be harvested
once the average SSC is above 8.0 °Brix (Han et al., 2019). No study to date has investigated the
optimal harvest time for ‘Geneva 3’, and refined recommendations for “Geneva 3’ kiwiberries
specifically may help improve fruit quality and reduce postharvest losses for New England
growers. The aim of this study is to determine the optimal harvest time for ‘Geneva 3’
kiwiberries and investigate the impact of harvest maturity on storability and ripening dynamics.

Materials and Methods
Study Site

The study site was the Woodman Horticultural Research Farm, part of the New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station (NHAES) in Durham, New Hampshire, on the
western side of the University of New Hampshire campus (lat. 43°09’06’ N”, long. 70°56’43’
W”). The site has a temperate climate, with an on-site weather station recording daily
temperature and precipitation (https://rainwise.net/weather/StraffordNEWA). The soil type at
Woodman Farm is a CfB- Charlton fine sandy loam, and the research vineyard is on a slight
slope with a southern aspect.
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Plant Materials
The kiwiberry plants used in this study were exclusively Actinidia arguta cv. ‘Geneva 3’,
the recommended cultivar for Northeast growers (Hastings, 2018). As documented in Melo et al.
(2017), ‘Geneva 3’ exists in the USDA National Plant Germplasm System as Plant Introduction
#617133 (i.e. PI617133; also CACT80 and DACT229) and can be found throughout the nursery
trade under a range of names (e.g. ‘Geneva 1’, ‘74-49’, ‘Kuchta’, ‘Michigan State’, and ‘Passion
Popper’), due to historical misidentification and deliberate rebranding. A genetically-verified
commercial source of the ‘Geneva 3’ variety used in this study can be sourced through
Hartmann’s Plant Company (Lacota, MI).
The six mature ‘Geneva 3’ vines used in this study were acquired from three different
sources, namely Tripple Brook Farm (TBF, Southampton, MA; live plants), the University of
Minnesota Horticultural Research Center (HRC, live plants), and the USDA NPGS (dormant
cuttings) and transplanted to the NHAES vineyard in late May 2013. Since establishment, the
vines have been grown on a T-bar trellis system, which aids in disease prevention and pollinator
access (Strik, 2005). The T-bar system at the NHAES consists of support posts placed 9.75 m
apart, with two mature vines growing between each post (Hastings and Hale, 2019). The cross
bars, placed horizontally over each support post to create a T shape, are 1.8 m long. An equally
spaced set of five 12 ga wires running perpendicular to the crossbars supports the vines’
permanent cordons and annually replaced fruiting laterals, which are fastened to the wires with
“clip-to-wire” fasteners. The vines are irrigated with micro-sprinkles mounted atop PVC stakes
and attached via spaghetti tubing to irrigation lines elevated ~1.2 m off the ground via fastening
to an in-row support wire (Hastings and Hale 2019).
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The ‘Geneva 3’ vines are open pollinated by a large and diverse collection of male,
pollenizer cultivars growing in the NHAES research vineyard, the nearest males being cvs.
‘Meader Male’, ’74-46’, ’74-52’, and ‘Smith 2 Male’. For the two seasons of this study (2020
and 2021), fruit was harvested from 9/6/20-10/3/20 (Season 1) and 9/6/21-10/19/21 (Season 2).

Experimental Design

The design of the experiment was a split-split plot RCBD (randomized complete block
design) nested within season, with each of the three blocks consisting of two vines, paired due to
both physical proximity within the vineyard and provenance (Block 1: TBF; Block 2: HRC,
Block 3: USDA). In terms of treatments, harvest maturity served as the mainplot (3 levels: 6.5,
8.0, and 10.0 mean °Brix), weeks in cold storage (CS; 0-1 °C, >90% relative humidity) as the
subplot, and days ripening at room temperature (RT; 20-22 °C) as the sub-subplot (0, 3, 6, 9, and
12 days). In Season 1, fruit was held in CS for periods of 4, 6, and 8 weeks. In Season 2, fruit
was only held for only 4 and 6 weeks, as the 8-week fruit in Season 1 had ripened in CS beyond
consumer acceptability. When fruit was removed from CS to ripen at RT, quality analysis was
conducted every 0, 3, 6, 9, and 12 days at RT. The full quality analysis procedure is described in
detail in the ‘Fruit Quality Assessment’ subsection below, and Fig.1 is provided as a schematic
of the experimental design.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental design, depicting how fruit was harvested from the 3
blocks at 3 levels of harvest maturity (top left) and then transported into a single cold
storage (CS) room (0-1 °C, >90% relative humidity). From CS, fruit was taken to the lab
for quality assessment. In season 2, ethylene analysis was also conducted, as described in
the ‘Ethylene Analysis’ subsection below.

At the subplot level, the experimental units (small blue rectangles in Fig. 1) consisted of
five 6 oz. plastic vented clamshells, each containing 14 berries. After removal from CS, one
clamshell was randomly selected and separated from the others for ethylene analysis (Season 2
only). The remaining four were sorted for visual quality and the highest quality berries (No
visible surface damage or blackening) were condensed to three clamshells of ten berries each to
be used in quality analysis. The remaining 26 berries that were of lower quality were discarded.
For quality analysis at each ripening timepoint, six individual berries were randomly selected for
analysis, two from each clamshell. Each of the six berries was considered a subsample, and the
six subsamples were averaged during data analysis, as described in detail in the ‘Fruit Quality
Assessment’ subsection below.
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Harvest maturity was determined based on Brix, a common proxy for total SSC and a
popular and convenient metric for commercial growers. For each block, the first harvest occurred
when the mean of the block reached 6.5 °Brix. The second maturity level that triggered
harvesting was a mean of 8.0 °Brix, and the third maturity point was a mean of 10 °Brix. These
levels were chosen based on the common SSC recommendations for other kiwiberry cultivars.
For example, 6.5 °Brix is historically the recommendation for kiwifruit growers (Fisk et al.,
2006) and is often reported as the minimum maturity threshold for kiwiberry growers in Europe
(Debersaques et al. 2015). Recent studies like those of Han et al. (2019) and Fisk et al. (2006)
cite 8.0 °Brix as the recommended harvest maturity level for their cultivars of interest, and the
10.0 °Brix harvest was included due to the fact that other researchers have recommended
harvesting between 10.0-14.0 °Brix, particularly for small scale growers (Strik, 2005). This study
aimed to ascertain the minimum harvest maturity level that would result in quality ‘Geneva 3’
fruit and investigate whether any significant benefit was gained from leaving fruit to ripen
further in the field.
As mentioned above, the study was conducted using six mature ‘Geneva 3’ vines,
grouped by pairs into three blocks. In addition to controlling for potential variation due to vine
source, blocking was intended to control for nuisance variation due to inherent heterogeneity in
the field. Fig. 2. shows a field map indicating the vines used in the study.
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Fig. 2. Aerial photograph of the Woodman Farm kiwiberry vineyard. The
symbols mark the location of the individual vines which comprise the three
blocks.

Maturity Monitoring

Data acquisition began each season with maturity monitoring, a practice that kiwiberry
growers typically undertake to track fruit development. Beginning September 1st of each season,
vines were systematically inspected every three days for the transition to black seed stage (BSS),
a visual trait that indicates attainment of physiological maturity (Fig. 3). Kiwiberries must be
harvested after BSS has been reached if they are to properly develop an acceptable taste as they
ripen off-vine (Latocha et al., 2021). Fruit harvested before BSS may also be susceptible to
chilling injury under CS conditions, resulting in physiological damage and visually unmarketable
fruit (Latocha et al., 2021).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of an immature ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberry (left) with one that has
reached black seed stage (BSS), a visual indicator of physiological maturity
(right).

At each BSS sampling time, six berries from each block (three from each vine) were cut
in half to visually check for BSS; and the number of fruits at BSS were recorded. If a berry
contained any seeds that had yet to transition to BSS, the berry was considered as a whole yet to
reach BSS. To ensure representative samples despite uneven ripening throughout the vine, the
canopy of each vine was stratified into quadrants, based on trunk location and cordons (i.e.
center trellis wire), as illustrated in Fig.4. For BSS monitoring, three quadrants were randomly
selected per vine for sampling. Unrepresentative fruit that was already soft to the touch (often
physically damaged) was discarded and removed from the vine, as berries that are
physiologically ripe release excess ethylene and accelerate the ripening of nearby berries.

After four or more fruits in a set of six reached BSS within a given block, regular
monitoring of SSC began, with data taken every other day (Latocha et al., 2014). Using
destructive sampling, SSC was estimated using the proxy of Brix by squeezing juice from an
individual berry into the sample cup of a digital refractometer (PAL-1, Atago Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
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Japan). As with BSS, SSC monitoring consisted of measurements made on a set of six random
berries from each block. Unlike BSS, however, for SSC the berries were taken out of the field
and measured in the lab, once the fruit had reached RT.

The three average sugar content target values used to time harvests in this study were
6.5°, 8.0°, and 10.0 °Brix. Once the average Brix of a sample of six berries reached the target
value, 12 additional berries (six from each vine) were randomly sampled from the block and
measured to confirm the average with a larger sample. Harvest commenced once the average
°Brix level of this larger, random sample of 12 berries per block reached the target value and
every individual berry tested had reached BSS.

Harvesting and Storage

Harvests were completed on a block-by-block basis, in each case following the same
protocol, as described in detail here. In Season 1, for each of the three harvest times (H1 = 6.5
°Brix, H2 = 8.0 °Brix, and H3 = 10.0 °Brix), 108 kiwiberries were harvested from each of the
two vines for a total of 216 berries per block. These berries were harvested as randomly as field
conditions would allow, with a quarter of the fruit coming from each quadrant of the canopy
(Fig. 4). The harvested fruit was distributed among 15 180-ml, vented clamshells (13 cm x 11 cm
x 4 cm), with 14 berries per clamshell, and the six remaining fruits were discarded. Five
clamshells were assigned to each of the three levels of the Season 1 CS treatment (4, 6, and 8
weeks).
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Fig.4. Schematic from Strik (2006) of a young kiwiberry vine trained on a T-bar trellis
system, annotated here to illustrate the protocol for random sampling in this study. The
yellow dotted lines represent the axes used to divide the canopy into quadrants, each
labeled with a Roman numeral (I-IV). When randomly harvesting, one quarter of the total
harvest per vine (~25 berries) was taken from each quadrant.

Berries that were unrepresentively soft to the touch or displaying clear surface damage
(e.g. scratches, mechanical damage, extensive scabbing or flyspeck, etc.) were not included in
the harvest. Fruit was harvested by hand into a clean plastic bucket, immediately washed with
running tap water to remove surface debris, and thoroughly air dried. Any remaining stems were
removed to prevent mechanical damage while in storage. Fruit from a given harvest was divided
evenly and randomly into vented plastic clamshells labelled with the harvest time, block number,
and designated time in CS. These clamshells were then placed into vented lugs and placed in CS
(0-1 °C, >90% relative humidity) for their designated durations (4, 6, and 8 weeks in Season 1; 4
and 6 weeks in Season 2) (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The cold storage room at the Woodman Horticultural Farm used in this study. The
berries were stored in the cooling tunnel on the right.

To ensure even cooling, the bins of fruit were placed in a cooling tunnel inside the larger
cold storage room. The cooling tunnel consisted of stainless-steel shelves draped with thick
plastic sheets, through which air was continually pulled by a set of two box fans placed at one
end (Fig. 6), to maintain both stable air temperature and uniform atmosphere composition (e.g.
ethylene and CO2 levels) across the set of experimental materials. The airflow was also intended
to mitigate the buildup of ethylene gas in and around the bins of fruit, which could accelerate
ripening.
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Fig. 6. The inside of the cooling tunnel where study fruit was stored. The vented
clamshells of kiwiberries were stacked inside blue lugs like the one pictured here.

Sampling Protocol

After their designated durations in CS, the five clamshells per harvest maturity-CS
duration combination were removed from CS and moved into the lab for ripening at RT. Once at
RT, one of the five clamshells was randomly selected and set aside for regular ethylene analysis.
Fruit from the remaining four clamshells was pooled and condensed into three clamshells of 10
uniform berries each. This was done through visual sorting and discarding of fruit with any
obvious bruising or blemishes that would be unacceptable to consumers. For each ripening time
point (0, 3, 6, 9, and 12 days at RT), two berries from each clamshell, for a total of six berries,
were randomly selected for a full quality evaluation, as described in the following section.
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Fruit Quality Assessment

Throughout the study, various aspects of fruit quality were assessed, including fruit
appearance (digital camera and imaging stand), firmness (analog penetrometer), SSC (digital
refractometer), and DM content (low temperature oven). Photographs were taken at the
beginning of analysis for each set, before any destructive measurements were done. Every berry
was included in the photograph, along with a scale (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Representative photograph of a fruit sample. The label code designates this
batch as belonging to Block 2 (II). These berries were harvested at 8.0 °Brix
(maturity level 2), held in CS conditions for 4 weeks (4), and removed from CS
on the day of the photograph (Day 0).

After photographing the sample, an analog penetrometer (FT 327, QA Supplies, Norfolk,
VA, USA) was used to measure the firmness of the skin of each fruit. After recording skin firmness
with an 8 mm probe, a handheld fruit peeler was used on the unpunctured side of each fruit to
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remove a section of skin. The 8 mm probe was then inserted through the skinned section to
ascertain the firmness of the flesh. Following firmness assessment, Brix measurements were taken
using a digital refractometer (PAL-1, Atago Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), calibrated with water before
each measurement to ensure accuracy. Approximately one-third of each berry was removed with
a razor for juice collection, and the remaining two-thirds was cut in half crosswise and placed on
measuring paper for dry matter (DM) analysis. An initial weight measurement was taken of the
fruit section using a digital balance (AUY 220, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan, ±0.0001 g accuracy), and
the fruit slices were then placed into a low temperature oven for desiccation (6520, Precision
Economy Oven, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). After a minimum of 24 h at
65°C, a final weight measurement was taken and used to calculate percent DM. This process was
repeated in the same order for every berry in the study.

Reference Data

To develop objective benchmarks for identifying ready-to-eat fruit based on the quality
metrics considered in this study, a reference dataset was developed using high quality kiwiberries
that had been divided into three maturity stages (slightly underripe, peak ripeness for
consumption, and slightly overripe), as determined by a trained panel of two people, each with
more than six years of experience working with and evaluating ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries for fresh
eating. To establish the reference set, the panelists relied on both the overall appearance of the
berries as well as the feel of the resistance of the berries to gentle pressure applied between the
thumb and the index and/or middle fingers. In this way, the panelists sought to replicate the
method by which consumers are most likely to visually and tactilely inspect berries to ascertain
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their readiness for consumption. In addition to mimicking consumer behavior, this tactile
approach to the fine discrimination of degrees of ripeness was deemed necessary because, as
shown in Fig. 8, the analog penetrometer used in this study was unable to reliably measure
firmness once kiwiberries reach approximately 18.0 °Brix, their softness being beyond the
sensitivity of the instrument, even with a large (8 mm) probe.

Fig. 8. Scatterplot of flesh firmness (kg force, using an 8 mm probe) versus Brix
across both seasons.

The berries used for building the reference set were harvested from the study vines during
October 2020, while still firm, and were not exposed to CS conditions. Once at RT, the fruit was
monitored daily by the two panelists, who independently assessed and assigned the berries to the
three different categories. Only those berries whose assignments were consistent between the
panelists were retained and immediately characterized for both SSC and DM, thereby providing
reference data to define the ranges of SSC and DM associated with peak consumability. Each
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day, a subsample of two berries from each reference category was tasted by each panelist to
validate that day’s assignments. Uniformly, kiwiberries in the slightly-underripe category were
confirmed to possess an undeveloped aromatic profile, deficient sweetness, notes of starchiness,
and hints of irritation (or “catch”) in the back of the throat. In contrast, berries assigned to the
slightly overripe category uniformly had inferior mouthfeel (less internal texture) and detectable
off-flavors, ranging from metallic aftertastes to those reminiscent of fermentation. Between those
two categories, kiwiberries designated as being at peak ripeness, based on appearance and feel,
possessed a fruity aroma, a tender but chewable texture, and a complex sweet-tart flavor with no
starchiness or off-flavors. In the end, the reference dataset consisted of a total of 98 berries (30
slightly underripe, 39 at peak ripeness, and 29 slightly overripe). Mean Brix and DM was
calculated for each category, along with standard deviations, and these parameters were used to
define a 95% confidence zone of peak consumability as a way of connecting the data in this
experiment to the practical concerns of marketability and eating quality (see Results).

Ethylene Analysis

In Season 2, ethylene analysis was conducted to add another dimension of information to
the ripening data. For each combination of block, harvest time, and CS duration, gas analysis
was conducted on the same singular clamshell of fruit across all ripening timepoints. Gas
samples were also taken from these selected clamshells on the day of harvest and then every
week while in CS, under CS conditions. Once brought to the lab after the designated time in CS,
gas samples were collected every three days. Samples of fruit ripening in the lab were only taken
once the fruit had come to RT after a standard waiting period of 4 h. Before each sample was
taken, the clamshell of fruit was weighed in order to adjust for headspace volume within the jar.
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At the time of measurement, the entire clamshell of fruit was placed inside a 0.0059 m 3 glass jar
(Paksh Novelty) and sealed with an air-tight, screw-top lid equipped with a rubber septum (Fig.
9).

Fig. 9. Glass jar (0.0059 m3) with an air-tight lid equipped with a rubber septum
to enable air sampling.

After sealing the clamshell inside the jar, the fruit was allowed to respire and off-gas for
2 h, at which point a gas sample was taken by piercing the rubber septum with a hypodermic
syringe and drawing 10 mL of gas into a plunger. Samples were labeled and express shipped to
the Pliakoni Lab at Kansas State University for ethylene and CO2 quantitation via gas
chromatography.
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Assessment of Visual Acceptability

Using the photographs taken during fruit quality analysis, a visual assessment was made
to determine the time point at which kiwiberries subjected to different combinations of harvest
maturity and time in CS became visually unacceptable to consumers, thereby losing market
viability. For this task, acceptability was determined based on two different visual quality scales,
one characterizing extent of cold injury (Fig.10), primarily observed in low DM fruit, and the
other characterizing degree of overripeness (Fig.11), as signaled by increasing
desiccation/wrinkling.

Fig. 10. Visual cold injury scale used to determine the threshold for visual
acceptability of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries.

Fig. 10 shows a scale for visible chilling injury in ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries, based
on the extent of blackening under CS, likely due to oxidative reactions in the immature
fruit (Valenzuela et al., 2017). In this scale, a score of “1” corresponds to high quality
fruit with no visible chilling injury. A score of “2” is given to berries exhibiting the first
signs of chilling injury, as evidenced by darkened indentations (<5% of surface area) and
initial signs of a hardened appearance of the fruit’s skin. A score of “3” is given to fruit
showing clear chilling injury, including blackening that occupies as much as 40% of the
fruit’s surface. A score of “4” is associated with even more extensive damage (up to 80%
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of the surface, and a score of “5” is assigned to berries exhibiting chilling injury that
covers more than 80% of the surface.

Fig. 11. Ripening scale used to determine the threshold for visual acceptability of
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries. In addition to becoming deeply wrinkled, the skin can be
seen to subtly darken and assume a more matte appearance as the fruit ripens.

Complementing the chilling injury scale described above, Fig. 11 presents a visual scale
for scoring the degree of overripening in ‘Geneva 3’ berries. In this scale, a score of “1” is
assigned to perfectly ready-to-each berries. For each group of six berries comprising each
experimental unit in the study, the group as a whole was determined to be visually unacceptable
if four out of the six berries were scored ≥ 3 on the chilling injury scale (Fig. 10) or ≥ 4 on the
ripening scale (Fig. 11). In other words, if the surface of a berry was ≥5% blackened or
excessively wrinkled, then that individual berry was marked as unacceptable; and the majority of
the berries in a group had to be unacceptable for the group to be marked as unacceptable as a
whole. For a given combination of harvest time and CS duration, the representative timepoint at
which fruit became visually unacceptable was estimated by simply averaging across the three
replicates (blocks). Similar to the reference data described above, the results of this visual
analysis (acceptable or unacceptable, regardless of internal quality metrics) were used to provide
an additional layer of overall fruit quality information in an effort to connect the data in this
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experiment to the practical concerns of marketability and eating quality, as experienced by the
consumer (see Results).

Data Analysis

Field notebooks were used to collect data, which were then digitized into Excel
spreadsheets. All data were analyzed using R software version v.4.0.4. The reference set data
was analyzed using the R package agricolae (de Mendiburu and Yaseen, 2020), with which a
Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) post-hoc means separations test was conducted to
assess differences in Brix and DM across the three reference categories. Boxplots were created to
visualize these results and facilitate interpretation.

To begin analysis of the fruit quality assessment data, outliers were first culled from the
dataset by identifying all berries that had both Brix and DM values that deviated more than 3
standard deviations from the mean of their respective groups of six berries. In total, 49 potential
outliers from Season 1 and 26 potential outliers from Season 2 were identified based on these
criteria. In each case, archived digital images were then consulted to assess the visual condition
of each potential outlier. If any visual anomalies were observed (e.g. surface damage, scratches,
browning, etc.), that particular berry was culled from the dataset. Following outlier analysis and
culling, all remaining subsamples (i.e. individual berries) within a clamshell were averaged and
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the effect of the main factor of
harvest maturity on berry quality, as well as its interactions with all other factors (Season, CS
duration, and ripening time).
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When significant interactions among factors were detected, the appropriate simple effect
analyses were conducted and the R package ‘emmeans’ used to construct interaction plots
(Length et al., 2022). In an effort to integrate the information from the reference set as well as
data pertaining to visual acceptability, all interaction plots were enhanced with additional layers
of data, namely: 1) The range of Brix or DM levels that corresponds to fruit at peak ripeness; and
2) Symbols denoting visually unacceptable fruit, either due to CS damage, over-ripening
(wrinkling), or both. Finally, headspace corrections were made on the raw ethylene concentration
values received from the Pliakoni Lab, and the R package ‘ggplot2’ was used to visualize the
ethylene ripening curves (Wickham, 2016).

Results and Discussion

Reference Data

In terms of Brix levels, the Tukey HSD test revealed significant differences between the
means of the reference categories “slightly underripe”, “peak ripeness”, and “slightly overripe”,
despite some overlap in their ranges (Table 1, Fig. 12). It is important to note that the highest
quality fruit does not have the highest mean Brix level. Kiwiberries have complex organoleptic
profiles, and so having a berry with high SSC does not necessarily mean that fruit will have
superior eating quality. Overripe kiwiberries with higher Brix are less desirable to consumers
than perfectly ripened ones, generally due to their excessive softening, wrinkling, and
discoloration associated with continued (over)ripening.
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Table 1. Summary statistics (Brix and DM) for the reference set. Means with different letters are
significantly different (α = 0.05), as determined by the Tukey HSD test.

Reference Category (n)
Slightly Underripe (30)
Peak Ripeness (39)
Slightly Overripe (29)

°Brix
Mean
17.5 a
21.2 b
23.8 c

SD
2.3

1.9
2.5

%DM
Mean
22.9 a
24.4 b
26.6 c

SD
1.0
1.6
2.7

Fig. 12. Boxplot of Brix for the reference categories.

In similar manner, DM was also analyzed for the reference set and generated similar
results (Table 1, Fig. 13). Unlike with Brix, however, the standard deviation for DM appears to
increase as fruit ripens/softens, suggesting that it may be a less suitable metric than SSC for
discriminating fruit at or near peak ripeness. Although DM is supported by the literature as being
the more robust metric for timing harvest (Fiorentini and Kay, 2019), once fruit has been picked
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and is ripening off the vine, the reference data here suggests that Brix may be the more accurate
metric for determining fruit quality. Summary results from the reference data, namely the mean
of the “peak ripeness” category and its associated confidence interval, provide an interpretation
framework for the fruit quality assessment results.

Fig. 13. Boxplot of DM for the reference categories.

Unlike with Brix, the standard error for DM appears to increase as fruit ripens/softens,
suggesting that it may be a less reliable metric than SSC for discriminating fruit at peak ripeness.
This could imply that while DM is supported by the literature as being the more robust metric for
timing harvest (Fiorentini and Kay, 2019), once fruit has been picked and is ripening off the
vine, Brix may be the more accurate metric for determining fruit quality. Summary results from
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the reference set, namely the mean of the “peak ripeness” category and its associated confidence
interval, provide an interpretation framework for the fruit quality assessment results.

Firmness Data

Berry firmness, both skin and flesh, was measured with an 8 mm probe on an analog
penetrometer to determine whether the metrics were useful for assessing quality at or near peak
ripeness. Although results indicate that skin firmness and flesh firmness are highly correlated for
underripe fruit (Fig.14), flesh firmness was largely measured as zero one fruit reached
approximately 20.0 °Brix (Fig. 8), as fruit had softened beyond the limits of probe sensitivity.

Fig. 14. Scatterplot of skin firmness versus flesh firmness of underripe ‘Geneva 3’
kiwiberries (SSC < 20.0 °Brix). Each point represents an averaged subsample of
six individual kiwiberries.
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Despite strong correlation between skin and flesh firmness for underripe fruit, neither
proved useful as a quality metric for fruit at or near peak ripeness, as both largely zeroed out
once the fruit was removed from CS. As shown in Fig. 8, flesh firmness in underripe fruit was
also correlated with other quality metrics such as Brix. Such a correlation is also seen between
skin firmness and SSC, as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Scatterplot of skin firmness versus SSC of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries
ripening at room temperature across the two seasons of the study. The yellow line
perpendicular to the x axis represents the mean sugar content of kiwiberries at
peak ripeness, as determined by the reference set.

As with flesh firmness, Fig. 15 shows that skin firmness becomes a non-useful metric
around 20 °Brix, essentially zeroing out. For samples of six berries, the 95% confidence zone for
peak ripeness ranges from 19.6 - 22.7 °Brix, as indicated by the yellow zone in Fig. 15. Because
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both skin and flesh firmness had become essentially unmeasureable in this zone, at least using an
8 mm probe on a standard analog penetrometer, firmness is not a useful metric for distinguishing
quality among berries near peak ripeness; therefore, firmness data is not analyzed further here.
Future studies may benefit from using a more sensitive method for measuring firmness.

Data Analysis

Data analysis began with a full factor ANOVA (split-split RCBD with blocks nested in
Seasons) which revealed a strong interaction between Season and Harvest for Brix (Table 2) at
p=0.000560377, thus leading to simple effects analyses of each Season’s data separately. A full
factor ANOVA run using DM as the response variable (Table 3) also revealed a strong
interaction with Season, confirming the decision to separate analyses of the seasons.

Table 2. Full factor analysis of variance table with Brix as response variable.
Source of Brix
Variation
Season
Harvest
Harvest × Season
Error

DF
1
2
2
4

Sum Sq
2.1
378
694.4
4.222

Mean
Squares
2.09
189.01
348.26
4.222

F-value
0.006001
0.542727
82.48697

Pr (>F)
0.9128654
0.648203
0.000560377

Table 3, which displays the results of a full factor ANOVA using DM as the response
variable instead of Brix, also shows an interaction between Harvest and Season at p=
0.000344809, which means that the effect of harvest on DM differed between the two seasons.
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Table 3. Full factor analysis of variance table with DM as response variable.
Source of DM
Variation
Season
Harvest
Harvest × Season
Error

DF
1
2
2
4

Sum Sq
343.9
122.9
530.2
4.1341

Mean
Squares
343.9
61.4
437
4.1341

F-value
0.786957
0.140503
105.7062

Pr (>F)
0.4686138
0.8768058
0.000344809

Season 1

Fruit quality assessment data from Season 1 was analyzed separately from Season 2, but
both analyses followed the same procedures, starting with ANOVA tests and then appropriate
simple effect analyses and interaction plots. The results from Season 1 are presented below,
starting with the ANOVA results for Brix (Table 4) and DM (Table 5).

Table 4. Analysis of variance results on Season 1 fruit (p values) with Brix as the response
variable.
Source of Brix Variation
Block
Harvest
Whole Plot Error
Cold Storage
Harvest × Cold Storage
Subplot Error
Ripening
Ripening × Harvest
Ripening × Cold Storage
Ripening × Harvest: Cold
Storage
Sub-Subplot Error

Mean
DF Sum Sq Squares
F-value
Pr (>F)
2
7.29
3.643
1.4224
0.341512
2
272.35
136.173
53.1604
0.001315
4
10.25
2.562
1
0.29
0.295
0.2115
0.661774
2
5.86
2.932
2.1033
0.203151
6
8.36
1.394
4
864.27
216.067 341.7362
< 2.2e-16
8
18.89
2.361
3.7339
0.001939
4
24.84
6.21
9.8219
7.90E-06
8
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6.62
29.08

0.827
0.632

1.3084

0.263297

As shown in Table 4, in Season 1 there was a significant effect of harvest maturity on the
mean Brix of ripening fruit after being held in CS. More importantly, though, the effect of
ripening differs depending on the duration of CS (interaction p = 7.90E-06), suggesting that a
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simple effects analysis may be appropriate for these data. The ANOVA test for Season 1 DM is
presented in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Analysis of variance results on Season 1 fruit (p values) with DM as the response
variable.
Source of DM Variation
Block
Harvest
Whole Plot Error
Cold Storage
Harvest: Cold Storage
Subplot Error
Ripening
Ripening × Harvest
Ripening ×Cold Storage
Ripening × Harvest × Cold
Storage
Sub-Subplot Error

DF
2
2
4
1
2
6
4
8
4

Sum Sq
30.77
54.33
3.59
0.75
3.19
10.03
1310.58
27.85
24.89

Mean
Squares
15.38
27.17
0.9
0.75
1.59
1.67
327.64
3.48
6.22

8
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19.59
48.02

2.45
1.04

F-value
17.1188
30.2306

Pr (>F)
0.010943
0.003851

0.451
0.9525

0.526837
0.437269

313.8307
3.3344
5.96

< 2.2e-16
0.004332
0.000597

2.3457

0.033183

As shown in Table 5, there was also an interaction between the effect of ripening and
cold storage on the mean DM of ripening fruit (interaction p= 0.004332). The significant threeway interaction in Table 5 among the factors (p= 0.033183) further supports the approach of
simple effects analysis, leading to a visualization of the Season 1 data via a series of interaction
plots (Figs 16 -19).
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Fig. 16. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 1
berries after four weeks in CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone
of peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of Brix level.

Fig. 16 is an interaction effect plot showing the how the effect of ripening time on
Brix varies, based on maturity level at harvest. To facilitate visual means comparisons,
the group mean error bars in all interaction plots (Figs. 16-23) are ± 1 SE, such that
overlapping error bars indicate the lack the statistical difference between groups at the
95% confidence level. Fig. 16 shows that fruit harvested at 8 °Brix had the longest
window of consumer acceptability in terms of Brix (4.5 days), compared to the fruit from
the other harvests held for 4 weeks in CS. The fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix was found to
be visually unacceptable in as few as 1.5 days, during which the berries had yet to
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develop sufficient sugar content. The fruit harvested at 10.0 °Brix ripened the fastest and
was in the zone of acceptability for approximately 3.5 days. DM content was measured
on the same fruit used for Fig.16, and these results are shown in Fig.17.

Fig.17. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 1
berries after four weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone
of peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of DM level.

The results visualized in Fig. 17 reflect the same general pattern as those in
Fig.16, where the fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix failed to develop adequate DM content
before becoming visually unacceptable. The fruit harvested at 8.0 °Brix had the longest
window of acceptability in terms of DM (Fig. 17) as well as Brix (Fig. 16). All Season 1
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fruit held in cold storage for 4 weeks was visually unacceptable after 9 days of ripening at
RT. Similar interaction plots were generated for Season 1 fruit held in CS for 6 weeks
(Figs 18 and 19).

Fig. 18. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 1
berries after six weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone of
peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of Brix level.
Fig. 18 shows an accelerated increase in Brix for all fruit held in CS for 6 weeks,
compared to the 4-week CS fruit, and shorter windows of acceptability for 8.0 and 10.0
°Brix fruit, at two days and three days, respectively. For 6-week CS fruit in Season 1, the
fruit harvested at 10.0 °Brix did have the longest window of consumer acceptability, but
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only by one day. The 6.5° fruit failed to develop an acceptable Brix content even after 6
weeks in CS, and this result is mirrored by the DM results in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 1 berries
after six weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone of peak ripeness’
generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a sample size of six
berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone indicate combinations of Harvest
Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold
lines represent visually acceptable fruit, while the dotted lines indicate combinations of
Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit,
regardless of DM level.

Season 2

A split-split ANOVA run on the Season 2 Brix data (Table 6) revealed a strong
interaction between the maturity of fruit at harvest and the effect of cold storage on Brix (p =
0.0043). This suggests that the effect of time in CS differs depending on the level of maturity at
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harvest and supports simple effect analysis, leading to each CS level being analyzed individually.
A split-split ANOVA was then conducted on DM data (Table 7) and shows an interaction
between CS and harvest maturity as well.

Table 6. Analysis of variance results on Season 2 fruit (p values) with Brix as the response
variable.
Source of Brix Variation

DF

Sum Sq

Mean Squares

F-value

Pr (>F)

2
2

13.42
420.04

6.708
210.022

4.3374
135.8047

0.0995959
0.0002106

Whole Plot Error

4

6.19

1.547

Cold Storage
Harvest × Cold Storage
Subplot Error
Ripening
Ripening × Harvest

1
2
6
4
8

0.03
11.64
2.26
338.9
24.32

0.025
5.821
0.376
84.725
3.04

0.0672
15.4846

0.8041529
0.0042749

178.7708
6.4147

< 2.2e-16
1.52E-05

Ripening × Cold Storage
Ripening × Harvest: Cold
Storage
Sub-Subplot Error

4

7.7

1.926

4.0642

0.0067547

7
45

14.49
21.33

2.07
0.474

4.3671

0.0009125

Block
Harvest

Table 7. Analysis of variance results on Season 2 fruit (p values) with DM as the response
variable.
Source of DM Variation
Block
Harvest
Whole Plot Error
Cold Storage
Harvest ×Cold Storage
Subplot Error
Ripening
Ripening × Harvest
Ripening × Cold Storage
Ripening × Harvest: Cold Storage
Sub-Subplot Error

DF
2
2
4
1
2
6
4
8
4
7
45

Sum
Sq
7.28
132.75
2
0.44
6.71
3.65
487.93
25.51
10.23
12.89
43.69

Mean
Squares
3.642
66.373
0.501
0.443
3.357
0.608
121.983
3.189
2.558
1.841
0.971

F-value
7.2762
132.5886

Pr (>F)
0.046486
0.000221

0.7291
5.5205

0.425946
0.043648

125.6292
3.284
2.6347
1.8961

< 2.2e-16
0.004924
0.046303
0.092537
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Tables 6 and 7 show that in Season 2, harvest maturity had a significant effect on the Brix
and percent DM, respectively, of fruit ripening at RT after being in CS for 4 and 6 weeks. The
effect of harvest maturity on the Brix and percent DM of ripening fruit was stronger for fruit that
had been in cold storage for 4 weeks than 6 weeks. This may be an indication of how time in
storage can increase uniformity among kiwiberries stored in close proximity. The Season 2
interaction plots are presented in Figs 20-23 and generally are consistent with the Season 1
interaction plots.

Fig. 20. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 2
berries after four weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone
of peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of Brix level.
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Fig. 21. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 2
berries after four weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone
of peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of DM level.

Figs 20 and 21 show that for 4-week CS fruit in Season 2, kiwiberries that were harvested
at 8.0 °Brix were visually acceptable for longer than fruit harvested at 6.5 or 10.0 °Brix. In Fig.
21, the error bars show no overlap between the mean DM for fruit harvested at 8.0 and 10.0°
Brix on days 9 and 12 of ripening, imply no significant increase is gained from allowing fruit to
mature to 10.0 °Brix before harvesting, at least in terms of DM. As visualized by the plots, the
Season 2 fruit follows the same ripening trend as Season 1 fruit, where fruit harvested at 8.0 and
10.0° Brix reach acceptable levels of Brix and DM while fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix does not.
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The Season 2 6-week CS plots (Fig. 22 and 23) echo the trend of accelerated ripening after 6
weeks in CS compared to 4 weeks.

Fig. 22. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 2
berries after six weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone of
peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of Brix level.
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Fig. 23. Interaction plot between Harvest Time and Days Ripening for Season 2
berries after six weeks of CS. The yellow band on the plot represents the ‘zone of
peak ripeness’ generated based on the reference data (mean ± 2 SE, based on a
sample size of six berries). In this plot, the means that fall within this zone
indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time that result in berries at
peak, ready-to-eat ripeness. The bold lines represent visually acceptable fruit,
while the dotted lines indicate combinations of Harvest Time and Ripening Time
that result in visually unacceptable/unmarketable fruit, regardless of DM level.

Figs. 22 and 23 show that for fruit held in CS for 6 weeks, the kiwiberries from the
earliest harvest (6.5° Brix) never reached consumer acceptability in terms of Brix or DM. As
shown in Fig. 23, only fruit from 8.0° Brix was in the “peak ripeness” zone for percent DM
while maintaining visual acceptability.

Despite the statistical interactions between Season and Harvest Time, the overall results
of this study are consistent across seasons, namely that harvesting ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries at 8.0
°Brix results in fruit with the longest window of marketability after CS. The consistency across
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seasons implies that the patterns observed were not the result of seasonal variability. In both
Season 1 and Season 2, fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix failed to develop acceptable levels of Brix or
DM, in addition to becoming largely visually unacceptable during CS. While fruit harvested at
10.0 °Brix was found to reach marketable quality after 4 or 6 weeks in CS, the window of peak
ripeness was generally shorter than that for fruit harvested at 8.0 °Brix. Ultimately, the results of
this study are consistent with the recommendations of Fisk et al. (2006) for cv. ‘Ananasnaya’ and
those of Han et al. (2019) for cv. ‘Cheongsan’.

Ethylene Analysis

In Season 2, ethylene was analyzed to determine whether monitoring ethylene production
could help track the development of kiwiberries as they ripen with the intent of further
understanding ‘Geneva 3’ ripening dynamic. In theory, a peak in autocatalytic ethylene
production signals when kiwiberries are about to transition to a stage of ‘over-ripeness’ that is no
longer acceptable to consumers. One clamshell of fruit per combination of harvest maturity,
block, and CS time was tracked across all ripening timepoints, and the results for fruit harvested
at 8.0 °Brix are shown in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24. Grouped boxplot of ethylene (uL/kg/hr) produced per days at room temperature.

Averaged across all blocks, the autocatalytic ethylene peak occurred earlier for fruit held
in CS for six weeks than fruit held for four weeks (Fig. 24). This is consistent with the trend of
accelerated ripening for kiwiberries that had been in CS longer, as shown by the simple effect
plots in the previous section. Ritenour et al. (1999) found the same trend with A. chinensis var.
deliciosa, where kiwifruits that had been stored in CS conditions for more than one week
displayed an increased initial respiration burst upon exposure to RT compared to fruit that had
been stored for 48 h. Ripening time was also found to be inversely related to CS duration in other
climacteric crops such as the cherimoya, or custard apple (Annona cherimola Mill.) (Alique and
Zamorano, 2000). The relationship between CS duration and time to ripen has direct relevance
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to post-storage shelf life of kiwiberries. Refined CS conditions and improved technologies have
potential to delay acceleration of ethylene production during CS, which may extend shelf life.
For example, using controlled atmosphere with low oxygen concentrations, Latocha et al., 2014
were able to successfully store A. arguta ‘Ananasnaya’ for eight weeks; and the application of an
ethylene scrubber, edible coatings, or refined storage temperatures may similarly be found to
increase the long-term storability of ‘Geneva 3’ fruit.

Additionally, Fig. 24 shows that the peak in autocatalytic ethylene detected by ethylene
analysis was overall in agreement with the results of visual analysis. Once peak-ripeness is hit,
there is a short window of consumer acceptability. Fig. 24 shows that when averaged across
blocks, ethylene production for fruit held for four weeks in CS peaked at day nine. In climacteric
fruits, an ethylene peak signals a reduced window of acceptability as the fruit transitions to an
“over-ripe” stage of ripeness, and the visual analysis determined that the mean last day of
acceptability for Season 2, four-week CS fruit was 10 days (Fig. 20), which was right after the
average ethylene peak. Results are less consistent with fruit held for six weeks in CS. The mean
peak in ethylene production for six-week fruit that had been harvested at 8.0 °Brix occurred on
day three of ripening at RT, and but the interaction pot (Fig. 24) shows that the fruit was visually
acceptable for up to 6.5 days, which is longer than would be expected given the ethylene peak.
The boxplot for six-week CS fruit is noisier than the four weeks in CS fruit, and the standard
error for ethylene production is particularly large for day three of fruit held for six weeks in CS.

Overall, the ethylene analysis yielded noisy results but confirmed the general ripening
trend seen in the fruit quality assessment that fruit ripens at RT faster after longer in CS, and that
there is a reduced window in acceptability after peak-ripeness is achieved. While the headspace
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of the jar was corrected for in calculations, the gas chromatography system had a limit of
detection of 20-50 parts per billion ethylene due to detector noise. Due to the lack of replication
(i.e. only sampling one combination of block, harvest maturity, and duration in CS per day
ripening), this work is preliminary, and future efforts at a more robust ethylene analysis would
incorporate greater, true replication by tracking ethylene production of more clamshells of fruit.
Future work should include more berries in each jar, which would produce higher concentrations
of ethylene that could be more accurately detected.

Conclusion

In this study, two seasons of Brix and DM data from kiwiberries harvested at different
maturity times, held in CS for varying durations, and ripened at room temperature were analyzed
to identify the optimal harvest maturity level for ‘Geneva 3’. These data were compared against a
reference set of slightly underripe, perfectly ripe, and slightly overripe kiwiberries to provide a
framework with which to identify fruit that would be acceptable to consumers. The reference
categories were determined through to have statistically significant differences in Brix and DM.
Another important differences between the three categories was firmness as determined by
touch, but these differences were so subtle as to not be detectable by an analog penetrometer
equipped with an 8 mm probe. The construction of a reference set was necessary as a great many
factors contribute to a kiwiberry’s complex organoleptic profile, and simply exhibiting a high
value for one factor (e.g. SSC) does not necessarily translate to superior eating quality.
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This study found accelerated ripening for fruit held for longer duration in cold storage, as
kiwiberries that had been in cold storage for six weeks ripened faster at room temperature than
kiwiberries that had been in cold storage for only four weeks. Fruit held for eight weeks in cold
storage became unacceptable to consumers even before being brought to room temperature and
therefore was not analyzed further. Growers with cold storage conditions similar to those
described in this study should store fruit in cold storage for no more than 6 weeks. Future
research should be carried out to determine the potential of an ethylene scrubber, edible coatings,
refined storage temperatures, or other technologies to potentially increase the long-term
storability of ‘Geneva 3’ fruit.

The results of ethylene analysis highlighted overall trends consistent with the fruit quality
assessment, namely that fruit ripens faster at room temperature after being held for longer in cold
storage and that there is a reduced window of consumer acceptability once peak-ripeness is
reached. As expected in climacteric fruits, the peak in autocatalytic ethylene signaled fruit
desiccation, although data from the ethylene ripening curves was noisy. Future studies would
benefit from more gas sample replication and from using a greater concentration of kiwiberries
to increase ethylene concentrations to levels more reliably detected by gas chromatography
systems.
Based on the results of this study, it is recommended to harvest ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries at
8.0 °Brix. Fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix did not reach adequate Brix or DM contents and quickly
became visually unacceptable to consumers. Fruit from the 8.0 °Brix harvest remained visually
acceptable for the longest period of time while ripening at room temperature after cold storage
conditions. This pattern was consistent across both seasons, and the consistency in results
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suggests that the findings are generally applicable. Harvesting at 8.0 °Brix resulted in highquality fruit amenable to CS, and there appeared to be no benefit in quality gained by delaying
harvest to 10.0 °Brix. Based on the simple effect plots for Brix, when averaged across seasons,
fruit harvested at 8.0 °Brix held in CS for four weeks was acceptable for consumption for a sixday window after ripening at RT for three days, while after six weeks in CS, fruit was acceptable
for four days, after one day of ripening at RT. While interaction plots of Brix and DM data
largely show the same trends, the growing variation in DM as ripening proceeds suggests that
Brix may be the superior metric for identifying kiwiberries at or near peak-ripeness. The 8.0
°Brix harvest has the added advantage over later harvest times of removing fruit from the field
sooner, reducing pest pressure and risk of damage from late season chilling events. Overall, this
study recommends that ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries be harvested at 8.0 °Brix to properly develop a
complex organoleptic profile.
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CHAPTER III. APPLICATION OF NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY TO PREDICT THE
SOLUBLE SOLIDS CONTENT OF ‘GENEVA 3’ KIWIBERRIES

Introduction

While first available for commercial use in the 1980s, near infrared (NIR) technology has
only in the last decade been recognized for its potential widespread applications to horticulture,
ranging from analyzing crop health to predicting internal quality as fruit matures to postharvest
sorting on packing lines (Walsh et al., 2020a). NIR spectroscopy employs the absorbance spectra
of electromagnetic radiation between the wavelengths of 780-2500 nm to provide insight into
internal fruit quality by illuminating the target fruit with broad spectrum NIR radiation and
detecting changes in that spectrum due to interactions with the fruit (Osborne, 2006). An NIR
device enables estimation of various quality metrics such as dry matter content (DM) and soluble
solids content (SSC), provided a trained calibration model particular to the cultivar of interest is
available (Walsh et al., 2020a). Once such a model has been developed and validated, model
coefficients can be uploaded into a handheld instrument to enable real-time, non-destructive
predictions of essential quality parameters (Kumar, 2015).

The ability of NIR technology to gauge internal quality without physically deforming the
fruit (McGlone and Kawano, 1998) is especially useful in fruits that display little or no visual
cues to signal physiological maturity or degree of ripeness, whether in the field or on a packing
line. NIR-based technology removes the need for destructive sampling, therefore decreasing
avoidable losses of good quality fruit. Other benefits of NIR spectroscopy include low-cost
sampling, rapid application, and user convenience, as no sample preparation is required.
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Hand-held NIR spectrometers have the additional advantage of allowing for accurate in
situ measurements (Kim et al., 2018), a convenience to growers who require real-time, high
accuracy assessments of fruit quality to guide decision-making. Because temperature can
strongly affect the reflected NIR spectra of fruit, NIR models are often built over a range of
temperatures in an effort to calibrate the predictive models for a wide variety of field conditions
(Nicolaï et al., 2007). Indeed, many hand-held spectrometers come equipped with a built-in
thermometer that can detect ambient temperature and adjust model coefficients accordingly.

In addition to in situ applications like monitoring for harvest timing, NIR technology can
be integrated into postharvest processes, especially the task of grading and sorting fruit on a pack
line. For example, NIR spectroscopy has been used to sort kiwifruit (Actinidia deliciosa) based
on DM in New Zealand pack lines since 2015 (Walsh et al., 2020b). The technology allows
millions of individual fruits to be scanned and graded for export, though the automated systems
require active management and can have variable accuracy, suggesting room for further
improvement (Walsh et al., 2020b). Walsh et al. (2020b) report that based on anecdotal evidence,
regular bias adjustment and calibration updating may be required to maintain high accuracy of
commercial scale NIR grading systems over multiple weeks or even days.

Because NIR spectroscopy can provide growers a means of monitoring maturation rate
in the field, the technology therefore holds promise in the production of kiwiberries (Actinidia
arguta), small climacteric fruits that must be picked when physiologically mature but not yet
ripe. Despite their many merits as an emerging specialty crop, kiwiberries do not display any “infield cues” to signal harvesting; therefore, time-consuming destructive samples are typically
required to gauge mean SSC and DM content, the standard metrics for timing harvest. A
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handheld spectrometer which could predict such metrics non-destructively has the potential to
save growers time, enable more widely representative sampling, and prevent losses due to
sampling. The development and validation of cultivar-specific models is the necessary first step
toward realizing this potential.

The first application of NIR technology in the agricultural field was by Norris (1964),
who developed a model to measure the moisture content of wheat. Following early
demonstrations of its usefulness in agronomic crops, horticultural applications of NIR
technology increased throughout the 1980s and 1990s, with the development of early models that
could predict the DM content of onions (Birth et al., 1985) and moisture content of mushrooms
(Roy et al., 1993). NIR technology was first applied to the genus Actinidia by McGlone and
Kawano (1998), who developed a model to non-destructively determine SSC and DM of A.
deliciosa ‘Hayward’ fruit using a narrow spectral range of 800-1100 nm. While SSC and DM
predictions were satisfactory, fruit firmness was not, despite the presence of firmness-associated
pectin in kiwifruit that binds free water and results in a detectable water absorbance band
(McGlone and Kawano, 1998). Although pectin contributes to the structure and firmness of fruit
tissue, it comprises less than 1% of kiwifruit weight, meaning changes in pectin and therefore
firmness are difficult to detect with precision (Li et al., 2017). A later model for firmness in
‘Hayward’ kiwifruit developed by Lee et al. (2012) built on the work of McGlone and Kawano
by including an additional wavelength region of 1,108-2,492 nm. This case study demonstrates
the importance and sensitivity of wavelength selection to constructing robust NIR models.

While working NIR models now exist for several varieties of kiwifruit, few models have
been developed for kiwiberry varieties, and such models must be cultivar-specific to be accurate
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(Peirs et al., 2003). In 2018, Kim et al. attempted to develop a predictive model for DM and SSC
in ‘Saehan’ kiwiberries that had been treated with a Ca-chitosan edible coating. Trained with 100
fruits, their model exhibited a prediction correlation coefficient value of 0.73. More recently, a
similar model was developed by Sarkar et al. (2020) to predict SSC in A. arguta cultivars
‘Autumn Sense’, ‘Chungsan’, ‘Daesung’, and ‘Green Ball’. Using a partial least squared
regression method, the authors obtained correlation coefficients ranging between 0.61 and 0.77
for the different cultivars.

As the accuracy of NIR spectroscopy models is cultivar specific, a model must be
developed to accurately predict metrics of select kiwiberry varieties (Kim at al. 2018). No model
yet exists for cv. ‘Geneva 3’, the recommended cultivar for the northeastern United States
(Hastings and Hale, 2018). A working model able to non-destructively predict SSC in ‘Geneva
3’ kiwiberries could therefore be of benefit to growers in that region. In addition, such an NIR
model for “Geneva 3’ could also benefit the larger regional value chain via application in the
sorting and grading of fruit for consumers, either within larger operations or in regional
packhouses shared by, or contracting from, a network of smaller producers.

The aims of this project are to 1.) assess the effectiveness of using NIR technology to
predict internal quality metrics of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries and 2.) determine whether two separate
models are required for high prediction accuracy of fresh fruit and fruit that had been in CS
conditions. Due to the significant changes in internal composition that CS is known to have on
kiwiberries (Sutherland et al., 2017), the initial assumption is that two separate models may be
needed, though their cross-application is possible and will be evaluated. In the end, the non-CS
model is envisioned to assist growers in monitoring kiwiberries for harvest, while the CS model
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would be useful for non-destructive quality sorting following cold storage. To the best of our
knowledge, the models presented here are the first NIR models developed specifically for cv.
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries as well as the first to investigate the applicability of models to fruit
before and after cold storage.

Materials and Methods

Plant Materials
All fruit used in model training were from A. arguta cv. ‘Geneva 3’ (USDA PI617133;
also CACT80 and DACT229; see Melo et al. 2017) harvested from the Woodman Horticultural
Research Farm in Durham, New Hampshire. The farm, part of the New Hampshire Agricultural
Experiment Station, is located on the western side of the University of New Hampshire campus
(lat. 43°09’06’ N”, long. 70°56’43’ W”) and has a temperate climate. The six vines used in the
study were grown on a T-bar trellis system, as described in Hastings and Hale (2019), and the
farm has CfB- Charlton fine sandy loam soil. The ‘Geneva 3’ vines are open pollinated by a
large and diverse collection of male, pollenizer cultivars growing in the NHAES research
vineyard, the nearest males being cvs. ‘Meader Male’, ’74-46’, ’74-52’, and ‘Smith 2 Male’.

The kiwiberries used to train the CS model were harvested between September 9-21,
2020, once the fruit of each two-vine block reached an average of 8.0 °Brix. After harvesting,
fruit was washed with tap water to remove surface debris, air dried, and then packed into vented
plastic 180 ml clamshells (13 cm x 11 cm x 4 cm). The clamshells were stacked in open bins and
held in a cooling tunnel within a cold storage room located on-site at Woodman Farm for 4-6
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weeks. The cooling tunnel consisted of stainless-steel shelves draped with thick plastic sheets,
through which air was continually pulled by a set of two box fans placed at one end to maintain
both stable air temperature and uniform atmosphere composition (0-1 °C and >90% relative
humidity). This airflow helped decrease the concentration of ethylene gas around the bins of fruit
which could accelerate ripening. The fruit exposed to CS conditions that were used to train the
postharvest models will hence be referred to as ‘CS fruit’.
In contrast, the non-CS model was trained exclusively with ‘Geneva 3’ berries that had
never experienced CS, hence referred to as ‘non-CS fruit’. This fruit was collected from the same
six vines used to train the CS model but were harvested the following season, between
September 3-21, 2021. The fruit was collected for a relatively extended period of the growing
season in an effort to capture the wide range of maturity and ripeness, from physiologically
mature to overripe.

Spectra Acquisition

Spectrographic signatures were captured using a NIR produce quality meter (F-750
Produce Quality Meter, Felix Instruments, Inc., 1554 NE 3rd Avenue Camas, WA, USA) fitted
with the included small fruit adaptor and 19 mm reflector cone. From both CS and non-CS fruit,
all scans were taken after the fruit had stabilized to room temperature (RT: 20-25 °C) after a
minimum waiting period of 4 hours.

To construct the CS model, infrared scans were taken of 133 individual berries at preassigned time points (0, 3, 6, and 9 days) as they ripened at RT. Two scans were taken for each
berry, following the practice of using multiple scans to construct models for larger fruits like
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tomatoes (Peiris et al., 1998) and apples (Eisenstecken et al., 2015). However, this practice did
not benefit the resulting CS model due to the fruit’s small size and the scans were manually
averaged using Excel. All scans were taken between October 19 and November 11, 2020.

The non-CS model was constructed with single scans of 507 kiwiberries that had never
experienced CS. Only one scan was taken per berry as using multiple scans did not improve
accuracy of the CS model. Table 8 below presents summary statistics comparing the kiwiberries
used for construction of the two models, along with their harvest dates.

Table 8. Summary statistics and harvest dates for ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries used to create the NIR
models.
Model
CS Model
Non-CS
Model

Harvest Dates

Plant Materials

Sept 9 - 21,
2020
Sept 3 – Oct 21,
2021

113 berries held in CS for 4-6
weeks
507 fresh berries that had never
been in CS

Mean
(°Brix)

Range
(°Brix)

20.25

15-30.2

10.09

4.7-27.3

Table 8 shows that the fruit used to construct the CS model had a higher mean Brix than
the fruit used to construct the non-CS model because the fruit used in the non-CS model
encompasses a greater range of fruit physiological maturity. The fruit used in both models was
harvested from the same vines, one year apart.

Reference Measurements

SSC was approximated for each scanned berry by destructively measuring Brix with a
digital refractometer (PAL-1, Atago Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) immediately following spectra
acquisition. Field notebooks were used to record specimen numbers with their corresponding
Brix values and then manually digitized into Excel spreadsheets.
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Spectral Data Processing and Model Building

Felix Model Building Software V. 1.3.0.192 (Felix Instruments, Inc., 1554 NE 3rd
Avenue Camas, WA, USA) was used to construct the models, and spectra preprocessing and
model building for both the CS and non-CS models followed the same procedure. Because
spectral data preprocessing is required to decrease noise and increase spectral resolution (Sarkar
et al., 2020), spectra for all models were first converted to the second derivative of the
absorbance spectra. Non-linear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) regression was then
conducted on the second derivative of the absorbance spectra to identify correlations between the
spectra and the reference values. The spectral regions used for the prediction of Brix in both
models was the ‘software standard’ 729- 975 nm, as this range has been shown to accurately
predict SSC in many fruits such as apples (Biegert et al., 2020), olives (Sun et al., 2020), and
kiwiberries (Kim et al., 2020). The completed models were validated by manually weighting
each wavelength by its corresponding regression coefficient. All values per spectral scan were
then combined and added to the intercept coefficient to generate the predicted value, which could
then be compared to the observed value.

Models were cross validated with the split-half cross-validation method, also called
holdout validation, where half the spectra in a model are randomly chosen to predict the other
half. This method entails randomly splitting the complete NIR model in half, then randomly
assigning a number through Excel to each spectral signature, ensuring each berry had the same
chance of being used to construct the model or be predicted. Models were split in half by
assigning a “1” or “2” to each spectrum in order. The “odd” numbered spectra were used to
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create the first cross-validation model which was checked against the “even” numbered spectra
and then vice-versa.

Results and Discussion

CS Model Construction

Model construction began by inputting the spectra into the Model Building software,
which converts spectra to their second derivative. The spectrometer calculates first and second
spectra derivatives by applying Savitzky-Golay coefficients, which are widely used to smooth
data while retaining signal tendency (Chen et al., 2013; Savitzky and Golay, 1964). The
complete second derivative spectra profile for the models can be seen in Fig. 25 (CS model) and
Fig. 27 (Non-CS model).

Fig. 25. Screenshot of the Felix Model Building Software user interface displaying the second
derivative spectral profiles for the 133 ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had experienced 4-6 weeks of
cold storage.

To properly develop a model, a specific wavelength range must be manually selected for
the prediction of the quality of interest. The Felix Model building software recommends using
the wavelength region of 729-975 nm for the prediction of sugar or starch, as this wavelength
range has been linked to been linked to sugars, carbohydrate, and water absorbance in past
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studies of various fruits (Scalisi et al., 2020). The benefit of using this narrower range of
wavelengths compared to the entire NIR spectrum is that for the prediction of SSC, 729-975 nm
includes high influence wavelengths and fewer low influence wavelengths compared to the rest
of the spectrum that would increase noise, decreasing prediction accuracy. To confirm this, wider
wavelength ranges were also investigated, which all resulted in model overfitting demonstrated
by increased number of principle components. Fig. 26 below displays this wavelength region for
the CS model, and Fig. 28 displays the same region used to construct the non-CS model.

Fig. 26. Screenshot of the Felix Model Building Software user interface displaying the
second derivative spectral profile of the regions (729 - 975 nm) used for predicting Brix
of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries following cold storage.

The same model building and wavelength selection procedure described above was
repeated for the construction of the non-CS model.
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Non-CS Model Construction

Fig. 27. Screenshot of the Felix Model Building Software user interface displaying the
second derivative spectral profiles for the 507 ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had not
experienced cold storage.

Fig. 28. Screenshot of the Felix Model Building Software user interface displaying the
second derivative spectral profile of the regions (729 - 975 nm) used for Brix prediction
of fresh ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had not experienced cold storage.
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Model Validation

Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted to select the principal components of
the processed spectral data best able to explain variance in the spectra and create the working
models. PCA is a technique which distills from a large dataset the variables which can account
for the most variance between samples. In NIR model building, principal components are
selected from the set wavelength range to explain the most spectral variation and maximize
model fitting while eliminating noise. If too few principal components are selected, the model
cannot properly explain the variance in the set of samples or be used to reliably predict the
quality metrics of interest, but if too many are selected, the model incorporates extraneous noise
resulting in overfitting (Felix Instruments, 2017). Model overfitting, when a model fits the
training set so closely it cannot accurately predict data outside that set, occurs when additional
principal components are included that do not explain more of the dataset. The optimal number
of principle components used to construct the two models in this study were selected by
identifying when adding a principal component resulted in a decrease of the root mean square
error of cross validation (RMSECV) less than 5%. In other words, principal components were
added until the RMSECV decreased by less than 5%.

Table 9 below provides a summary of the NIR calibration values and the wavelengths
used to construct the models. A model that is properly fitted would have a high coefficient of
explained variance (R2, typically above 0.7), a high coefficient of cross validation variance
explained, a low root mean square error (RMSE) and low RMSECV. Leave-one-out cross
validation is conducted by the software to generate the CVR2 and RMSECV by removing a
spectrum, rebuilding the model without that spectrum, and then using the new model to predict
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the spectrum. This is done automatically for each spectrum in the model and results are averaged
to gain the calibration coefficients.
Table 9. NIR calibration values of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberry models developed for prediction
of Brix of fruit that had been in cold storage and had not been in cold storage. The table
displays the wavelengths used in model construction, number of principle components
employed, predicted R2 value, cross validation predicted R2 value, root mean square
errors of calibration, and the root mean square errors of cross validation calibration.
Model
CS Model
Non-CS
Model

λ region
(nm)
729 - 975 nm

Principal
Components
4

R2

CVR2

0.88

0.86

729 - 975 nm

5

0.95

0.95

RMSE RMSECV
1.35
1.46
1.05

1.08

Table 9 shows that non-CS model has a lower RMSE and RMSEC than the CS model,
suggesting that it may be more robust. The explained variance (R2) values presented in Table 9
were obtained by using the model intercept and coefficients to predict Brix of spectra included in
the model. The figures below graphically show this process by displaying the prediction error of
the CS model (Fig. 29) and non-CS model (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 29. Scatterplot of prediction error for Brix of the CS model at four
principal components. The linear trendline represents perfect prediction,
and the coefficient of explained variance is located on the top left of the
figure.
The R2 value shown in Fig. 29. means that the CS model can explain 88.4% of the
variation in its training set. While still high enough to imply that the model would meet
performance standards, this is lower than the R2 value shown in Fig. 30 below. The nonCS model can explain 95.2% of the variation in its training set, which may be because it
was built with a much larger training set of nearly four times as many spectra.
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Fig. 30. Scatterplot of prediction error for Brix of the non-CS model at five
principal components. The linear trendline represents perfect prediction, and the
coefficient of explained variance is located on the top left of the figure.
While the non-CS model explains greater variance in its dataset than the CS model, both
have co°ficients of explained variance over 0.7, the minimum R2 of a model likely to meet
performance standards (Felix Instruments, 2017). To confirm the usability implied by this
explained variance and independently validate the effectiveness of models to predict Brix of
kiwiberries not used in the training set, leave-one-out cross validation was conducted next.

Split-Half Cross Validation

Split-half cross validation was conducted by dividing the spectra from a model in half,
using one half to build a new model, and then using that model to predict the Brix of spectra not
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included in the training set. This method validates the effectivity of the entire models previously
presented. The results of model cross validation are presented below.

Fig. 31. Scatterplot of actual versus predicted Brix of the CS model using the
split-half cross-validation method. This validation model was constructed with
n=67 and three principal components.

Fig. 31 shows that when constructed with only half of the spectra and tested with the
remaining half, the correlation between the actual and predicted Brix of half of the CS model
was R2= 0.87. PCA was run independently for the split-half model in the same method employed
for the complete model described in the ‘Model Validation’ section above, resulting in the
selection of three principal components for the CS split-cross model. The split-half crossvalidation procedure was repeated for the non-CS model (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32. Scatterplot of actual versus predicted Brix of the even numbered spectra for the
split-half cross validation non-CS model created with the odd number spectra only. This
scatterplot shows the explained variance of the “odd numbered” in-field model against
the even numbered spectra. This model was constructed with n=253 and five principal
components.

Fig. 32 shows that correlation between the actual Brix for spectra not used in construction
of the split-cross non-CS model and the predicted Brix was 0.95, indicating that the entire model
will meet performance standards for the prediction of non-CS fruit.

Investigating Model Applicability

The second objective of this study was to investigate the possible universality of one or
both of the ‘Geneva 3’ models (i.e. the CS and non-CS model) to see if one model is sufficient
for the prediction of both fruit that had been exposed to CS conditions and fruit that had not. In
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order to do this, the two models were tested on their ability to predict SSC on fruit across
different storage conditions.

First, the applicability of the CS model to kiwiberries that had not experienced CS
conditions was tested by comparing the actual Brix of non-CS fruit to the Brix value predicted by
the CS model. The absolute value of the mean difference between the actual and predicted Brix
of the non-CS scans (n=507) was 4.5 °Brix with a standard deviation of 2 °Brix. This result
means that the CS model can predict non-CS fruit within a 95% confidence interval of 4.5 ± 4.0
°Brix. This same procedure was then conducted using the non-CS model to predict the CS fruit
(n=133) and found that the non-CS model could predict the CS fruit with a 95% confidence
interval of 1.6 ± 2.4 °Brix. These results mean that the non-CS model is more accurate at
predicting CS fruit than the CS model is at predicting non-CS fruit. This may be because the
non-CS model was constructed with a greater sample size and was built with nearly four times as
many berries as the CS model. These results are compiled in Table 10 below along with the
confidence intervals for the models predicting their own training set for comparison.

To assess model reliability across seasons, the non-CS model (developed with Season 2
fruit) was used to predict the Brix of 40 available scans of non-CS fruit gathered during Season 1
with the procedure described above. The result was that the non-CS model could predict non-CS
fruit from Season 1 with a 95% confidence interval of 2.4 ± 2.1°Brix. There were no scans of CS
fruit from Season 2 to assess reliability of the CS model across seasons, but future studies could
assess the effects of seasonal variability of internal fruit composition on NIR accuracy.
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Table 10. Table of 95% confidence intervals for model ability to predict SSC (°Brix) for
all combinations of training and validation sets. The cold storage model was constructed
with kiwiberries harvested during Season 1 (CS, S1) and the non-cold storage model was
constructed with fruit harvested during Season 2 (non-CS, S2) The confidence intervals
were constructed using the mean absolute value of the difference between the actual and
predicted SSC of the validation set ± two standard deviations.
Validation set
Training Set

CS S1 Fruit

non-CS S2 Fruit

non-CS S1 Fruit

CS, S1 Fruit

0.98 ± 1.9 °Brix

4.5 ± 4.0 °Brix

3.8 ± 2.1 °Brix

non-CS, S2 Fruit

1.6 ± 2.4 °Brix

0.55 ± 0.89 °Brix

2.4 ± 2.1°Brix

Table 10 shows that the non-CS model was better able to predict the Brix of the non-CS
validation set from Season 1 than the CS model built with other fruit harvested during Season 1.
This implies that the differences between models are not purely seasonal, although future work
should incorporate scans from different seasons to ensure that season is not a confounding factor.

In sum, these results (Table 10) show that the predictive accuracy of an NIR model is
higher when applied to fruit subjected to similar CS conditions as the training set. For this
reason, there appears to be a benefit in building separate models for the prediction of quality
attributes in CS and non-CS ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries.
The CS model was designed for quality sorting of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries after CS, and as
such, all measurements were taken at room temperature. Reference measurements for the non-CS
model were also taken at room temperature, so it should be noted that accuracy will be highest
when used at or close to room temperature, and as such this model is not designed to be used
under extreme in-field conditions. The lack of measurements taken at different temperatures is a
limitation of the two models presented here, as temperature fluctuations have been shown to
increase NIR model prediction error (Campos et al., 2018). Further attempts at improving the
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model could incorporate measurements taken under a range of temperatures to reflect the varying
temperatures of fruit more accurately in the field.

Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrate usable models for the prediction of the Brix of
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had, and had not, experienced cold storage conditions. The model for
cold storage fruit was developed with four principal components and could explain 88.4% of the
variation in its training set with a RMSE of 1.35. The non-CS model was developed with five
principal components and can explain 95.2% of the variation in its training set with a RMSE of
1.05. These models were then cross validated by the model building software using leave-oneout cross validation and were independently validated using split-half cross validation, which
resulted in an R2 = 0.8 for the CS model and R2 = 0.95 for the non-CS model. While both models
are likely to meet performance standards based on their high coefficients of explained variance
(> 0.7), the non-CS model is more robust, likely due to its substantially larger training set (507
scans compared to 133). The CS model could be improved in the future by increasing the size of
its training set. The model coefficients are available for use in Appendix A (CS Model) and
Appendix B (Non-CS Model).

To complete the second objective of the study, which was to ascertain whether two
models were necessary for predicting Brix of fruit that had been in cold storage and had not been
in cold storage, the two models were used to predict the SSC of fruit that had experienced CS
conditions for which the models were not designed. The non-CS model was shown to be more
widely applicable than the CS model as it could predict CS fruit with an error of 1.6 ± 2.4 °Brix
while the CS model predicted Brix of non-CS fruit with a larger error of 4.5 ± 4.0 °Brix. The
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non-CS model was also able to better predict the Brix of the non-CS validation set from Season 1
than the CS model that was built with other fruit harvested during Season 1. This implies that
seasonal difference in internal fruit composition are not the only differences between models,
however, future work should incorporate fruit harvested across many years to ensure that season
is not a confounding variable.
Future attempts at improving the model could also incorporate ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries
grown on multiple farms, as Lee et al. (2012) found that calibration and prediction statistics were
different when their models were trained with fruits from different farms, even when the
kiwiberry cultivars were the same. Lee et al. (2012) therefore recommended that robust models
be constructed from many kiwiberry samples grown on diverse farms. The research presented
here showed that NIR spectroscopy can be applied to ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries to accurately
predict SSC of fruit that had been in cold storage and fruit that was fresh off the vine, and
showed benefit to using separate models for these predictions.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The main objective of this study was to investigate the effects of harvest maturity on
storability, ripening dynamics, and overall fruit quality of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries, with the
ultimate goal of determining an evidence-based recommended harvest practice based on maturity
level. The results of Chapter 2 indicate that harvesting ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries at 8.0 °Brix
produces berries with the greatest storability (up to six weeks in cold storage), longest window of
peak consumability (six days), and highest overall quality, while mitigating the risks associated
with leaving physiologically mature fruit to ripen further in the field. Fruit harvested at 6.5 °Brix
was of the overall lowest quality, generally failing to develop acceptable soluble solids levels or
dry matter content. In contrast, fruit harvested at 10.0 °Brix did reach acceptable quality
thresholds, but no benefit was gained by delaying harvest to this higher maturity level, compared
to harvesting at 8.0 °Brix.

The results of the fruit quality assessment and ethylene analysis revealed trends in
ripening dynamics, namely that fruit tends to ripen more quickly at room temperature after
longer time in cold storage in addition to having a reduced window of consumer acceptability
once peak-ripeness is reached. Future studies could build upon this work to refine postharvest
treatments for ‘Geneva 3’ and investigate how to further improve storability through the
application of edible coatings, refined cold storage temperatures, or atmosphere modification.
This study could also be repeated on different kiwiberry cultivars to develop refined
recommendations for more varieties, therefore increasing the market for high quality kiwiberries.
While the results of ethylene analysis highlighted overall trends consistent with the fruit quality
assessment, the attempt at ethylene analysis was ultimately unsuccessful as the ripening curves
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constructed were noisy with little correlation between blocks. Future work involving ethylene
analysis would likely benefit from increasing the number of gas samples taken as well as
increasing the number (overall mass) of fruits per experimental unit to increase ethylene
concentrations levels more reliably detected and quantified by the gas chromatography method
used here.

The secondary objective of this paper was to investigate the effectiveness of NIR
spectroscopy applied to ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries. This study developed a reasonably accurate
predictive model for ‘Geneva 3’, but the research could be improved by validating the model
using fruits across different seasons to see if seasonal variability impacts the predictive accuracy
of the model. Future work could also improve the model by incorporating kiwiberries grown in
different vineyards, and potentially under different cultural practices, to test the applicability of
the model across regional and management gradients. Overall, this study determined that
‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries should be harvested at 8.0 °Brix and determined that NIR spectroscopy
can be applied to predict the soluble solids content of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries, with accuracy
enhanced by training separate models for fruits that have and have not undergone cold storage.
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APPENDIX A ‘Cold Storage Model Coefficients’
Table 11. NIR model coefficients for the prediction of Brix of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had
been in cold storage.
Intercept
Coefficient
Wavelength
729
732
735
738
741
744
747
750
753
756
759
762
765
768
771
774
777
780
783
786
789
792
795
798
801
804
807
810
813
816
819
822
825
828
831
834
837

23.18839455
Regression Coefficient
2283.322126
1359.290908
373.8581082
-268.8399786
-256.1272043
-162.5819897
-99.16662766
-166.2293161
-479.5595502
-901.0526075
-1277.320414
-1576.775607
-1776.219713
-2048.375098
-1640.879949
-1068.995385
-723.1051352
-553.8634419
-412.1745048
-457.0198988
-642.4881
-690.3081463
-550.748505
-708.1433646
-1021.6095
-999.3972292
-1017.468161
-1056.634964
-868.241583
-505.7729288
-187.0510617
60.68774319
-26.7071394
-526.8604191
-1580.616909
-2729.798971
-3333.529647

PC1
-310.773
-186.36
-90.0044
-36.0957
-10.0755
9.928759
31.70698
51.66297
66.04059
73.16235
66.73828
41.60476
17.88702
11.38492
-0.78189
8.56992
30.11843
55.98928
75.88916
79.15639
63.02823
31.28106
-18.6055
-51.2624
-81.667
-123.236
-146.418
-160.007
-169.792
-176.842
-172.039
-139.552
-77.1311
-4.19118
85.80413
146.6503
145.8684

PC2
1213.649
1081.793
986.931
889.9164
794.4039
701.8025
608.7677
513.9801
417.0752
320.2939
227.6588
142.4825
77.99722
30.72608
5.73548
-2.93088
-2.6132
0.913193
4.921568
4.189701
-2.41826
-9.76972
-17.1338
-28.4361
-37.9194
-42.0405
-45.6173
-50.393
-51.3903
-48.2768
-42.4455
-30.246
-12.9441
0.559801
2.591657
-6.82196
-17.7544

PC3
799.5423
-46.9366
-635.222
-985.756
-1011.49
-841.273
-573.999
-331.877
-205.251
-203.891
-307.235
-501.227
-672.398
-813.542
-810.943
-644.388
-413.071
-178.478
23.10341
118.4365
91.15229
2.374578
-125.475
-246.352
-348.308
-404.277
-379.613
-297.303
-127.032
83.66491
250.3052
355.6204
362.0528
210.8969
-40.2721
-330.987
-558.309

PC4
580.9044
510.7944
112.1535
-136.905
-28.9691
-33.0399
-165.643
-399.995
-757.424
-1090.62
-1264.48
-1259.64
-1199.71
-1276.94
-834.89
-430.246
-337.539
-432.288
-516.089
-658.802
-794.25
-714.194
-389.534
-382.093
-553.715
-429.843
-445.82
-548.932
-520.028
-364.319
-222.872
-125.134
-298.685
-734.126
-1628.74
-2538.64
-2903.33
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Wavelength
840
843
846
858
861
864
867
870
873
876
879
882
885
888
891
894
897
900
903
906
909
912
915
918
921
924
927
930
933
936
939
942
945
948
951
954
957
960
963
966
969
972
975

Regression Coefficient
-3602.607425
-3400.88226
-2870.256123
-489.5815147
86.55909761
389.1054137
797.9540981
1027.095609
1262.359024
1375.413341
1420.354699
1354.146852
1309.21612
1412.578038
1587.128313
1434.221904
1167.596191
650.0150542
75.84723013
-449.9166718
-751.6472893
-982.627825
-1008.12977
-1106.620304
-939.4020957
-776.4191951
-881.2979598
-1224.347731
-1936.92598
-2918.518261
-3589.363385
-3308.885006
-1283.717555
1853.04176
4736.338385
6360.79653
6087.315696
3889.453117
559.9006729
-2269.287493
-4458.714972
-6011.283994
-6408.819382

PC1
119.1434
90.09569
75.65653
93.50039
62.32817
43.1822
27.27433
12.60367
2.031867
14.37786
38.88249
69.09687
98.31295
117.3817
114.9718
82.29741
27.62508
-38.6368
-133.254
-259.229
-424.455
-594.951
-754.188
-880.573
-951.759
-969.409
-944.315
-897.582
-857.743
-812.598
-743.28
-571.275
-228.437
361.0341
1108.714
1801.256
2214.454
2231.673
1892.06
1344.747
775.9378
368.887
135.0756

PC2
-30.5489
-38.536
-36.7045
2.86003
7.516512
7.120476
7.154602
8.026999
11.18177
19.39749
26.96519
33.60994
40.79365
47.51385
48.18793
36.66085
15.83775
-13.7046
-54.6936
-104.371
-156.735
-211.879
-261.298
-297.139
-309.723
-303.955
-285.824
-262.135
-239.6
-218.71
-171.651
-64.8616
122.9162
378.7441
616.0674
749.4232
728.3371
558.8775
305.4682
52.85772
-140.523
-248.053
-297.919

PC3
-665.765
-628.141
-466.22
235.0703
270.9605
286.9249
302.03
274.6069
232.9131
235.0084
246.7038
258.5417
324.0911
449.903
558.409
550.534
483.8511
370.8654
179.959
-52.1834
-235.697
-427.294
-586.854
-698.911
-698.363
-645.69
-578.295
-501.702
-420.09
-309.542
52.50583
848.8721
2116.259
3421.824
4058.064
3573.395
2104.927
31.1506
-1972.4
-3314.79
-3918.61
-4000.67
-3826.06

PC4
-3025.44
-2824.3
-2442.99
-821.012
-254.246
51.87787
461.4951
731.858
1016.232
1106.63
1107.803
992.8983
846.0184
797.7795
865.5596
764.7296
640.2823
331.491
83.8361
-34.1328
65.23919
251.496
594.2108
770.003
1020.443
1142.634
927.1363
437.0714
-419.493
-1577.67
-2726.94
-3521.62
-3294.46
-2308.56
-1046.51
236.7229
1039.598
1067.751
334.7727
-352.098
-1175.52
-2131.45
-2419.92
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APPENDIX B ‘Non-Cold Storage Model Coefficients’
Table 12. NIR model coefficients for the prediction of Brix of ‘Geneva 3’ kiwiberries that had
not been in cold storage.
Intercept Coefficient
9.129447937
Regression
Wavelength
Coefficient
PC1
729
-552.8731192
-1298.09
732
364.5435546
-1273.39
735
904.5373607
-1164.28
738
873.0935578
-1009.09
741
341.3717829
-851.111
744
236.8567844
-767.101
747
-532.5215618
-692.494
750
-762.8313927
-611.519
753
-945.4110877
-522.475
756
-863.2383362
-427.359
759
-539.7940877
-332.948
762
-262.2412039
-248.997
765
-172.4390106
-181.545
768
-212.7122157
-131.61
771
-694.231578
-99.6989
774
-677.0427141
-71.63
777
-1039.345616
-54.9724
780
-1144.758476
-44.7133
783
-959.8500458
-32.0768
786
-508.1935205
-20.0756
789
133.0005025
-10.625
792
778.3263415
-5.58974
795
1318.509039
-6.17377
798
1675.815902
-12.7433
801
1729.936232
-26.5062
804
1964.615436
-38.2561
807
2108.8281
-46.8463
810
2267.945613
-75.0718
813
2856.730078
-106.075
816
3808.201058
-133.411
819
4820.093967
-140.628
822
5615.320172
-110.176
825
5750.708358
-39.3019
828
4928.959616
56.17246

PC2
700.6862
946.9011
1080.357
1050.446
873.2723
722.6949
525.1134
386.928
302.4043
262.5599
247.8799
234.2257
208.2015
166.364
102.1251
89.99983
64.37916
38.83098
33.25186
34.96119
38.27434
35.54996
21.29138
-5.33908
-51.9556
-89.7462
-117.317
-198.32
-282.769
-355.285
-371.34
-286.729
-96.7383
155.5218

PC3
1345.515
695.3527
213.7485
-146.944
-400.281
-480.787
-536.481
-472.324
-354.597
-202.94
-54.0084
53.9123
110.774
118.3913
57.84613
62.36037
33.24044
7.310173
18.10658
49.16415
88.99726
120.4514
137.1248
136.6446
96.04429
65.4781
51.10073
-5.66603
-31.4975
-18.872
46.00177
154.7524
267.9854
346.4756

PC4
1027.064
764.0831
373.1788
-77.6779
-462.607
-344.565
-546.024
-452.29
-417.425
-310.087
-112.92
34.58586
71.21256
46.75747
-239.701
-209.129
-391.458
-396.856
-210.62
141.7126
597.2448
1055.713
1458.338
1765.117
1909.866
2177.16
2384.327
2708.272
3332.156
4153.962
4858.508
5142.916
4696.46
3423.442

PC5
-2328.05
-768.405
401.5313
1056.357
1182.099
1106.615
717.3647
386.3742
46.68085
-185.412
-287.797
-335.968
-381.083
-412.615
-514.803
-548.644
-690.534
-749.331
-768.512
-713.956
-580.891
-427.798
-292.072
-207.863
-197.513
-150.02
-162.436
-161.268
-55.0839
161.8073
427.5519
714.5566
922.3029
947.3475
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Wavelength
831
834
837
840
843
846
849
852
855
858
861
864
867
870
873
876
879
882
885
888
891
894
897
900
903
906
909
912
915
918
921
924
927
930
933
936
939
942
945
948
951
954
957

Regression
Coefficient
3261.56438
1451.294942
267.8163678
-239.6668846
-398.967087
-5.106922921
625.8467516
1266.646689
1939.667807
2550.206082
3148.295573
3717.841302
4109.116077
4461.042045
4705.381104
5260.142598
5662.478221
5691.941273
5413.869554
4914.024599
4023.100482
2712.0872
1319.268074
232.6096066
-732.9973586
-1203.288296
-931.3299101
-63.93276928
1146.452047
2340.766313
2868.40234
2923.144846
2616.657183
1687.159324
86.54823089
-1732.588788
-2776.739249
-2809.546823
-1299.091755
3038.884406
7026.784439
9664.856629
9330.681297

PC1
145.3996
195.7356
212.7147
193.1584
146.749
105.8584
80.25961
67.88786
60.8951
53.10588
43.04752
30.17731
13.60348
9.601001
12.33159
19.8028
29.20294
42.78421
52.44124
52.78738
40.99307
16.72842
-19.5633
-65.4942
-119.756
-179.834
-251.349
-340.22
-432.293
-488.955
-500.112
-457.74
-370.589
-260.787
-155.549
-72.751
10.3049
135.2918
323.6133
585.6832
864.5477
1076.613
1132.906

PC2
389.311
519.3635
562.7552
509.954
386.5416
282.2565
217.8766
186.8574
171.358
154.5788
130.5905
98.29629
54.21397
45.28965
51.79687
71.91985
96.89648
134.891
160.764
159.6474
124.0382
54.09206
-46.4484
-171.859
-320.832
-478.37
-658.024
-877.925
-1104.16
-1233.43
-1246.88
-1124.93
-885.405
-584.015
-293.781
-64.5608
168.4766
518.8403
1026.331
1709.572
2399.918
2872.168
2909.66

PC3
354.7577
292.5468
244.5221
201.7855
143.743
137.9976
169.9662
213.0514
262.6744
304.3245
329.3601
327.0718
291.2326
296.918
310.0281
332.8542
367.865
413.821
443.6352
439.1717
397.6073
323.7715
222.6317
111.2069
0.419018
-74.0206
-110.168
-114.913
-87.3202
7.72478
116.6368
249.9184
404.3791
567.8496
732.5176
943.5004
1307.737
1866.007
2494.673
3033.859
3072.504
2320.743
918.4301

PC4
1613.101
-18.7956
-962.885
-1165.66
-888.227
-325.986
267.5192
753.4593
1204.154
1603.53
2010.493
2441.887
2800.223
3005.629
3105.979
3389.958
3624.768
3524.927
3222.541
2798.747
2181.14
1360.403
550.3415
18.98007
-373.336
-541.471
-181.667
584.4562
1579.807
2381.339
2552.744
2198.294
1435.004
175.1012
-1467.28
-3148.09
-4273.03
-4810.71
-4318.67
-1965.66
451.7367
2599.209
3345.764

PC5
758.9954
462.4446
210.7091
21.09146
-187.773
-205.233
-109.775
45.3907
240.5861
434.6666
634.8048
820.4092
949.8426
1103.604
1225.246
1445.608
1543.746
1575.518
1534.488
1463.671
1279.322
957.0924
612.3066
339.7757
80.50811
70.40782
269.8782
684.6695
1190.422
1674.092
1946.013
2057.606
2033.268
1789.01
1270.641
609.317
9.768549
-518.979
-825.038
-324.568
238.0779
796.1235
1023.921
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Wavelength
960
963
966
969
972
975

Regression
Coefficient
7514.007099
3382.631011
-1686.844688
-5374.935826
-7232.85805
-9653.847627

PC1
1010.677
752.2985
441.8816
169.5299
-14.9793
-118.925

PC2
2498.469
1767.983
936.0478
236.0095
-217.04
-474.317

PC3
-651.172
-1987.03
-2830.04
-3071.63
-2866.65
-2609.88

PC4
3312.789
1683.865
-740.683
-2599.14
-3611.74
-4970.72

PC5
1343.244
1165.515
505.9441
-109.708
-522.448
-1480
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